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Kathryn
Bradley-Hole
Kathryn’s lifelong
interest in plants has
led to a distinguished
garden journalism
career and her latest
book, English Gardens
from the archives of
Country Life. She visits
Thenford on page 20.

Sheila Sim
Photographer, writer
and translator Sheila
spends large portions
of her time among
Scotland, Portugal and
Russia, always seeking
out new gardens to
visit and stories to tell.
She explores Humbie
Dean on page 28.

Welcome
D

affodils are my favourite monocot.
I once said that in a flower shop,
accidentally revealing the full
extent of my horticultural geekiness, much
to the mirth of the friend I was with. I don’t
care, it’s true. The scent of tazetta daffodils
in a vase on the kitchen table or spotting one of my favourite
varieties blooming in the garden – these are the signs that spring
has truly sprung.
In this issue, daffodils are joined by magnolias, camellias
and lots of other beautiful early flowers that help put winter
behind us. At Thenford, Lord and Lady Heseltine’s collection of
magnolias includes plenty that could be just the ticket for your
garden, while at Hodnet Hall in Shropshire, they combine with
cherries and rhododendrons for a memorable spring stroll. The
pretty blue or purple flowers of early iris reliably bring cheer this
month, while the hellebores bred by Rodney Davey offer unique
marbled leaves as well as exquisite stained-glass flowers. This
issue contains a veritable smorgasbord of spring loveliness, but
even so, nothing can budge daffodils from the top spot for me.

CLARE FOGGETT, EDITOR

PS. Spring’s only going to get busier, so make sure you don’t
miss an issue this growing season by subscribing to The English
Garden and getting it delivered to your door – see page 35.

IMAGES NEIL HEPWORTH; MARTIN POPE

Helen Yemm

Writer and author
Helen is a passionate
hands-on gardener,
best known for fielding
readers’ questions on
the Telegraph’s ‘Thorny
Problems’ page. She
admires the garden
at Parsonage Oasts
in Kent on page 44.

ON THE COVER
A magnificent
Magnolia x
soulangeana is
covered in pink
goblets in spring at
Parsonage Oasts.
Photographed by
MMGI/Bennet Smith.
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Gardens to Visit

Seek inspiration for your own garden by visiting one of Britain’s best

NGS GARDEN

i fiel
ar en

Wormbridge,
Herefordshire

Edwardian ELEGANCE

WORDS PHOEBE JAYES PHOTOS NATIONAL TRUST/SARAH DAVIS;; IFORD MANOR; NGS

The Edwardian era is often remembered as a golden age of long
summers and garden parties, and this selection recreates that feel
Hidcote Manor

Iford Manor

Hestercombe

The garden rooms at Hidcote
(above) in the Cotswolds
were developed by Lawrence
Johnston to display his
extensive plant collection,
assembled from countries
all over the world. Tel: 01386
438333; nationaltrust.org.uk

These Grade I listed gardens in
Wiltshire (below) were created
by Edwardian designer Harold
Peto. Today, a new generation
of owners has expanded the
garden while preserving its
heritage. Tel: 01225 863146;
ifordmanor.co.uk

Spanning three centuries of
garden design, Hestercombe
in Somerset features the
Georgian Landscape Garden,
the Victorian Shrubbery
and the Edwardian Formal
Gardens, designed by Edward
Lutyens. Tel: 01823 413923;
hestercombe.com

Whitfield Gardens,
part of the Whitfield
Estate that lies in the
countryside to the southwest of Hereford, consists
of parkland, ponds,
wildflower meadows
and a walled garden.
A wonderful collection
of species and hybrid
magnolias should be in
flower when it opens
for the National Garden
Scheme in March. Admire
the ginkgo tree that dates
from 1780 and currently
holds the record for the
one with the greatest girth
in England. The 1.5-mile
woodland walk takes
in a grove of towering
redwood trees too.
Whitfield, Wormbridge,
Herefordshire HR2 9BA.
Open Sunday 29 March
2pm-5pm. Home-made
teas. Admission: Adult: £5;
children: free. For more
details see ngs.org.uk

Folly Farm
Dan Pearson has restored and
extended the gardens at Folly
Farm in Berkshire, which were
originally designed by Edward
Lutyens and Gertrude Jekyll.
Features include a sunken
pool garden, the flower
parterre and Dutch canal.
Booking essential for dates in
May and July at ngs.org.uk

Rodmarton
Ernest Barnsley’s layout
survives in this Cotswold
garden, where year-round
interest comes from varied
planting and topiary, plus a
terrace, leisure garden, walled
garden and herbaceous
borders. Tel: 01285 841442;
rodmarton-manor.co.uk
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Places to Go

Unmissable flower shows, plant fairs, courses and exhibitions to attend this month

Early Show
Magnolias at Borde Hill
14 March onwards, West Sussex
Borde Hill opens its doors two weeks earlier
than usual this year so visitors can admire its
extensive magnolia collection. Visitors can
enjoy over 180 varieties, including Magnolia
sprengeri var. diva, the Goddess magnolia,
and the new ‘Gardiner Grove’ meadow,
planted two years ago with 48 magnolias
chosen by RHS expert Jim Gardiner.
Magnolia tours take place on 25 March and
3 April. Tickets: £12, including garden entry.
Tel: 01444 450326; bordehill.co.uk

SMALL World
Spring Plant Fair and Bonsai Show at RHS Wisley
20-22 March, Surrey
Head to RHS Wisley during this special weekend in March to meet growers
and get your hands on quality plants from more than 30 specialist nurseries.
Afterwards, drop into ‘The Joys of Spring’ Bonsai Show to admire superb
displays of these incredible little trees, watch growing and repotting
demonstrations and buy bonsai plants and equipment. Tickets: Standard
garden admission applies. Tel: 01483 224234; rhs.org.uk

LOOKING AHEAD: LANDSCAPE lectures & exhibitions
11 January-18 March, Sussex
Objects from the Ashmolean
Museum focus on aerial
landscapes in art. Tickets: £5 +
standard admission. Tel: 01798
342207; nationaltrust.org.uk

Among the Trees,
Hayward Gallery
4 March-7 May, London
Featuring many influential
works from the past 50
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years, this exhibition (right)
explores humanity’s complex
relationship with trees. Tickets:
£16. Tel: 020 3879 9555;
southbankcentre.co.uk

‘Designed Water’ lecture
7 March, Sussex
Sally Miller lectures on the
history of water in garden
design, from Victorian ‘bling’
to the quiet revival of the
Italianate style. Tickets: £16.
sussexgardenstrust.org.uk

Don McCullin and Tim
Marlow, Hauser & Wirth
13 March, Somerset
Tim Marlow talks to renowned
photographer Don McCullin,
whose landscape exhibition
‘The Stillness of Life’ runs
at Hauser & Wirth until
4 May. Tickets: £15. Tel: 01749
814060; hauserwirth.com

Landscape as Art, V&A
21-22 March, London
Dr Paula Henderson leads this

course on analysin a garden
as you would a painting. Gain
a new appreciation of gardens’
visual and iconographical
content. Tickets: £195.00. Tel:
020 7942 2000; vam.ac.uk

WORDS PHOEBE JAYES IMAGES RHS/JOANNA KOSSAK

‘Skyscape’,
Petworth House

Princess Alexandra of Kent (Ausmerchant)

NOW IN PLASTIC FREE PACKAGING

British Grown Bare Root English Roses
The environmentally friendly way to plant roses this winter for beautiful summer blooms.
Request a NEW ‘2020 Handbook of Roses’ and browse over 700 roses online at www.davidaustinroses.co.uk

MARCH

Things to Do
Keep up to date in the garden with our monthly guide to key gardening tasks

Checklist
Plant first and
second early seed
potatoes, shallots and
onion sets. If the soil is
still wet and cold, start
the sets off in module
trays and then plant
out later.
Get orders in for
summer-flowering
bulbs such as dahlias.
Start the tubers into
growth in pots or wait
until April to plant out.
Divide snowdrops
after they’ve finished
flowering to establish
drifts in your garden.

It might look and feel drastic, but giving roses their annual prune is the
key to healthy plants and a formidable flowering display this summer
A good general rule for all rose
bushes is to cut them down
by about half before the buds
burst. That always used to be
around February or March,
but many gardeners find their
roses coming into leaf sooner,
so adapt timing to suit. If you
delay, the rose will have wasted
its energy producing shoots
that will be pruned away and
flowering will happen later.
The vigorous new stems
that result from what may at
first seem like drastic cuts,
have much greater flowering
potential. Pruning in this way
also removes old stems that
can harbour spores of fungal
diseases such as black spot.

12 THE ENGLISH GARDEN MARCH 2020

Method
1 Use clean, sharp secateurs
and prune all of your rose’s
stems back by either one third
or one half. Find an outwardfacing bud on each stem and
make your cut just above it,

sloping the cut away from the
bud. Prune off any dead shoots
completely, at the base (left).
2 When rose bushes are more
mature, older stems can be
thinned out at the base too.
3 After pruning, work a little
granular rose fertiliser into the
soil around the plant, and give
it a layer of mulch.
4 Climbers and ramblers need
different treatment. Tie in the
strong new stems of climbers
and remove older ones as
necessary, pruning last year’s
flowering shoots back to three
or four buds. Ramblers can be
pruned the same way if their
growth needs to be checked;
if not, leave them alone.

Some perennials can
be divided in March.
Good ones to try
include sedum, hardy
geraniums, crocosmia
(below) and daylilies.

WORDS PHOEBE JAYES IMAGES GARDEN WORLD IMAGES; GAP/HOWARD RICE; SHUTTERSTOCK

PRUNE roses

In warmer gardens,
late March is a good
time to move any
evergreen trees or
shrubs that are in the
wrong place. Make sure
they’re well watered
after the move.

More aluminium, less plastic.
Over-engineered and extra-strong, with more aluminium and less plastic, our
greenhouses are built to last a lifetime. Manufactured in the UK, Robinsons Greenhouses
have been making quality greenhouses for over half a century.

Request your free brochure today | 100 Show sites throughout the UK

t: 01782 479 413 | robinsonsgreenhouses.co.uk

MARCH

Nature to Note

Your monthly guide to encouraging and caring for garden wildlife

Bright EYES
How to encourage peacock butterflies
Appearance: One of our most distinctive butterflies, the
Peacock (Aglais io), has four spectacular eyespots on its
red upper wings. These ‘eyes’ (which resemble the eyes
on peacock feathers) confuse predators, while the dark
underwings provide camouflage when closed and at rest.
Habitat: Peacock butterflies are found across the British
Isles. Adults emerge from hibernation in March and feed
on garden flowers and females lay eggs on nettles from
March. The caterpillars hatch a couple of weeks later.
What you can do: Fill your garden with nectar-rich flowers
to encourage these helpful pollinators. Try muscari and
heather in spring, buddleia, lavender and verbena in
summer and sedums, asters and salvias in autumn. Leave
a patch of nettles for the larvae and avoid using pesticides.

Periwinkle
Blue-flowered Vinca minor was
cultivated as an ornamental but
has since escaped into England’s
hedgerows and woodland. Local
names for it include ‘bachelor’s
buttons’ in Somerset and ‘fairypaintbrush’ in Cornwall.
Periwinkles have long
been associated with
conjugal love. In
Gloucestershire,
they were often
used as the
‘something
blue’ in a
bride’s apparel,
while elsewhere
they were grown in
newlyweds’ gardens
to ensure a happy
marriage.
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Help wildlife this MARCH
Put in wildlife-friendly planting; make a home for bees; use old
stems in an insect hotel; leave out nesting material for birds
March is an excellent month for
planting, so consider introducing a
hedge as a screen (native hedging plants
such as hawthorn or Viburnum opulus
are good choices) or treat yourself to
some nectar-rich plants, such as crocu
(right), from your local nursery.
Now that lawn mowing is under way
again, leave lawn clippings to dry out
and then pile them in a corner of your
garden so queen bumblebees can
start a colony there.
It’s time to cut down red and
yellow-stemmed dogwoods to
encourage fresh, bright stems to
grow next winter. You could use the
prunings to fill a crevice in an insect
hotel or pile them in a quiet corner to
create new nesting sites for insects.

Leave out scraps of brightly coloured
wool for birds to collect and use as
nesting material. In autumn, you can look
around to see where they ended up.

WORDS PHOEBE JAYES IMAGES SHUTTERSTOCK

WILDFLOWER FOLKLORE

The Burrows Classic,
shown in Lucerne Madder.

Wellbeing.
Through having and maintaining good posture,
both your physical and mental wellbeing can be
positively impacted.
Designed with CleverComfort™, HSL’s range of
chairs and sofas are ergonomically designed to
ensure key areas of your body are fully supported
to improve your overall posture and wellbeing.
Approved by Occupational Therapist,
Julie M Jennings Dip COT, HCPC

Call 01924 507050
Visit www.hslchairs.com
Quote ENG20

To request a FREE CATALOGUE or book a FREE HOME VISIT

Comfort Stores
Nationwide

Allow our experts to find
your true comfort with
a personalised 7-Point
Seating Assessment™

1
SHOPPING

2

3
4

House help

10

We round up the best gear
to help you get the most out
of your greenhouse

5

1. Garden tags in a bamboo bag, £10. Tel: 01993
845559; gardentrading.co.uk 2. Heavy duty shelf
kit, £39.99. Tel: 0800 7564161; wayfair.co.uk
3. Rowley ripple watering can, £44.99. Tel: 0121
4202494; haws.co.uk 4. Lifestyle Eden Pro 4.2kW
greenhouse heater, £119.99. Tel: 01789 763336;
keengardener.co.uk 5. Rustic blue shelving rack,

9

£325. Tel: 01334 657642; scaramangashop.co.uk

6. Elite automatic roof vent opener, £25. Tel: 01159
659900; elbecgardenbuildings.co.uk 7. Large
Knagglig box, £9. 020 3645 0000; ikea.com
8. Large propagator, £13.95. earlygrow.co.uk
9. Water butt set 210L , £37. Tel: 0333 0143357;
diy.com 10. Plantpak window thermometer, £4.99.

Tel: 01189 035210; primrose.co.uk

WORDS PHOEBE JAYES. ALL PRICES CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS.
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SHOPPING

2

1

3

4

Heaven scent

Floral-themed homeware
inspired by the prettiest and
most fragrant flowers

10

1. Wisteria & lavender cologne, £50. Tel: 08082
810229; jomalone.co.uk 2. Bouquet luxe biscuit
tin, £45. Tel: 020 3954 6650; biscuiteers.com
3. Nesti Dante wisteria & lilac soap, £4.75. Tel:
0161 8131481; lookfantastic.com 4. Pastel pink
spring posy, £43. Tel: 01730 818300; realflowers.
co.uk 5. English Garden reed diffuser 200ml,
£55. Tel: 0800 5877645; amara.com 6. Rose &
violet infusion tea tin, £8.95. Tel: 020 7734 8040;
fortnumandmason.com 7. Lavender eye mask,

5

£10 (from 10 Feb). Tel: 020 7483 8383; heathcoteivory.com 8. Tulip bloom scented candle, £5.95.
Tel: 020 8746 2473; rexlondon.com 9. Bee teabag
tidy with spring flowers, £12. littlebirdydesigns.
co.uk 10. Miriam bluebell scented drawer liners,
£8.95. Tel: 0333 2224555; highgrovegardens.com

9
6

8
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7

Beautiful
Inside and Out!

All the beauty of
wood but without
the maintenance
Griﬃn’s Greenhouses are
handcrafted & custom built
in England from profiled
aluminium to resemble wood
in traditional designs

Create your perfect garden with
fine quality stonework, hand crafted
by Haddonstone
Call 01604 770711
Visit haddonstone.com

www.griffinglasshouses.com
or call us on 01962 772512
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Beneath a canopy
of Prunus ‘Shosar’, a
grassy avenue leads
to a stone fountain.

From Little
ACORNS

The Heseltines have created from scratch a glorious arboretum and garden at
Thenford, Northamptonshire, now filled with beautifully maturing specimens
WORDS KATHRYN BRADLEY-HOLE PHOTOGRAPHS CLIVE NICHOLS
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G

eographically located in the very
heart of England, 18th-century
Thenford House sits elegantly at
the centre of a huge park. Great
lawns sweep away to the north
and south, so the views looking out from the house
are open and expansive. Those lawns, however,
are framed by a multitude of maturing trees and,
southwards, a curvaceous lake that splendidly
mirrors its surroundings.
Over more than four decades Thenford’s owners,
Michael and Anne Heseltine, have been creating
from scratch what is now a truly great botanical
garden stretching over 70 acres, within a much
larger estate. They have planted in excess of 3,500
different types of trees and shrubs so far but,
unlike many botanical gardens, theirs possesses a
fascinating narrative reflecting their varied interests
and stylish personal touches, all woven into its
coherent design and presentation.
For example, among the extensive plant
collections, there are numerous intimate and
discrete gardens to be discovered. They include a
formal water garden of joyful fountains, known
as The Rill; a richly complex walled garden; a
rose garden; and a ‘ziggurat’ mount presided over
by a stone guardian lion from Cambodia, carved
by craftsmen who
repair the ancient
Angkor temples.
There are also
extensive herbaceous
borders, a garden
of alpines displayed
in numerous large
stone troughs, and a
series of ponds and
waterside plantings.
A distinguished
sculpture garden, created and curated by Anne,
comprises several adjacent rectangular ‘rooms’, with
each open, grassy space concealed from the next
by tall beech hedging. “My passion is art,” Anne
explains. “So I decided to have an outdoor rather
than an indoor sculpture collection. The hedges
ensure you can only see one or two sculptures at a
time.” Each well-chosen piece therefore achieves
maximum impact, while the whole sculpture area is
book-ended by two immaculately maintained knot
gardens. Nothing could be more surprising than to
learn from Michael and Anne that all of the above
remarkable endeavours came about by accident.
“We have been here for 43 years now,” says
Michael, as we clamber into one of the golf buggies
he and Anne use to get around the gardens.
Arriving in 1976 and not having a clue what to do
with the somewhat neglected grounds and bramblechoked forestry woods, they called in a number of

renowned experts to advise. Early on, landscape
designer Lanning Roper (1912-1983) planned the
planting for a shady courtyard near the house
and a broad grass walk to the east. Sir Harold
Hillier (1905-1985), of the eponymous Hampshire
nurseries, lit the touchpaper that kindled Michael’s
profound interest in trees. Roy Lancaster advised
later, and several designers and friends contributed
further suggestions in succeeding years.
“Harold Hillier visited within a year or so,”
Michael recalls. “He produced a long list of trees
that he thought would grow here. Unwittingly,
in buying the list, we planted the beginnings of a
collection – there were four or five different oaks,
four or five different chestnuts, quite a few hollies,
and various other things. It started us on a journey,
without really realising what we were doing. But of
course, over the years since then, we have become
manic collectors!” he chuckles. Today, they are
assisted by ten gardeners, headed up by the talented
and knowledgeable head gardener, Darren Webster.
Michael waves an arm to point out the four or
so tall trees that predate the Heseltines’ arrival.
“Everything else here has been planted by us, except
for some of the old yews,” he notes. There had been
some scruffy, bramble- and elder-choked woods,
functionally planted for their timber, and numerous
fallen elms, which
had succumbed to the
disease that stripped
the country of elm
in the second half of
the 20th century. The
infamous drought of
1976 killed off nearly
all of the old beech
trees and a fierce
storm just a few years
later blew down the
remaining elderly sycamores. There was nothing
for it, but to start all over again.
As we tour the grounds, Michael and Anne
regularly pause to point out this and that. Their
profound attachment to the place and the plants
they have put in it, is very clear. Michael gestures
to a maturing North American red oak, Quercus
rubra. “That came from Harold Hillier in 1978,
and the ‘Grayswood Ghost’ birches over there, and
the tulip tree and the cedar – all Harold Hillier,
1978.” Elsewhere, we pause by a southern beech,
Nothofagus dombeyi. “It came from the Prince of
Wales. We swapped our granite cobblestones for
some trees from the Duchy of Cornwall.”
Another precious jewel in the Thenford crown
is a young whitebeam that bears, in due season,
clusters of small, pear-shaped, golden fruits. It
is labelled Sorbus heseltinei. “Keith Rushforth
collected it in the Himalayas and he named it after

“ The southern beech came
from the Prince of Wales.
We swapped our granite
cobblestones for some trees
from the Duchy
of Cornwall”
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Above Magnolia x
soulangeana and Prunus
cerasifera ‘Nigra’.
Right The large lake
reflects St Mary’s Church
in its cut-glass surface.
Below right A glossyleaved camellia.
Below left Thenford’s
impressive rill comprises
nine individual pools,
the water ultimately
tumbling into a pond.
Left Close up, the
flowers of Magnolia x
soulangeana reveal their
beautifully dark-pinkflushed outer petals.
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agnificen MAGNOLIAS
An expansive collection of magnolias fills Thenford with luxuriant blooms in spring

MAGNOLIA ‘STAR WARS’
A small tree up to 6m tall with large,
fragrant flowers in deep pink: one of a
crop of magnolias bred in New Zealand.

MAGNOLIA ‘PRISTINE’
Star-like, soft-white flowers on this
hybrid of excellent parents: Magnolia
denudata and M. stellata ‘Waterlily’.

MAGNOLIA ‘FELIX JURY’
Another impressive magnolia from New
Zealand with deep carmine coloured
flowers shaped like waterlilies.
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MAGNOLIA X LOEBNERI
‘LEONARD MESSEL’
The blush-pink flowers of this small 8m
tree flare into star shapes as they open.

MAGNOLIA
‘HEAVEN SCENT’

MAGNOLIA ‘IOLANTHE’
The first introduction from the Jury
family of breeders in New Zealand, this
has large, abundant, scented flowers.

MAGNOLIA ‘VULCAN’

Larger at 10m, with lavender-scented
flowers that are pink on the outside.

This magnolia’s deep, port-red flowers
become stronger in colour as the tree
matures. Reaches around 7m tall.

MAGNOLIA X
SOULANGEANA ‘SAN JOSÉ’

MAGNOLIA SARGENTIANA
VAR. ROBUSTA

Another fragrant cultivar, with blooms
in rose pink on a spreading, small tree.

Super-sized flowers on this 20m tall tree
that can flower as early as February.

me because we have
Above Prunus cerasifera
‘Pendula’
drapes over a
worked together a lot
mellow stone wall and
on this collection,”
bottle-green gate.
Michael explains.
Left Along the main
The species is new to
drive, stately mature
trees and clusters of
cultivation, so nobody
daffodils give a taste of
knows yet how it will
the arboretum inside.
look in maturity, but it
has an upright, flame or vase shape and looks very
promising so far.
Every year, the plant collections are enhanced, so
the greenhouse and nursery yard is the very engineroom of Thenford, and somewhere that Michael
appears to relish as much as the gardens beyond.
“We get all the things you would expect: seeds,
cuttings, purchases, gifts, and it all comes in here –
this is where it all begins. It’s very exciting.” In the
greenhouse, he points to a carefully labelled batch
of tubular root-training pots. “These are about
40 or 50 different oaks from California. If they
germinate, I will pot them on in the spring – that’s
if the mice don’t get them first!”
This is certainly a garden for all seasons, but
spring here is truly remarkable. Great swathes of
ground are lit up by bulbs – daffodils particularly,
and also seas of bright-blue Anemone blanda that
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predate the Heseltines’
soulangeana ‘San José’.
arrival. Added to
Top right A blue-painted
these are the emerging
bridge crosses one of
leaves and blossoms
the ponds that thread
of countless trees and
their way across the site.
Above right Beautiful
shrubs. In spring there
against the blue spring
are literally hundreds
sky, Prunus ‘Shosar’
of acers unfurling
blossom. This strongtheir varied foliage,
growing upright tree,
also has excellent
plus a huge collection
autumn leaf colour.
of flowering prunus,
whose varied cherry
blossoms light up the landscape with clouds of white
and pink. I had always thought Cornwall the best
place to admire the genus magnolia, but Michael’s
own magnolia collection runs into the hundreds. Of
these, he singles out special attachment to M. ‘Felix
Jury’, a highly regarded New Zealand cultivar, freeflowering with large, deep-pink blooms; also ‘Black
Tulip’, which bears rounded, layered chalices of deep
burgundy colouring. “‘Black Tulip’ is probably my
favourite,” he muses.
There are so many shrubs and trees illuminating
the spring landscape here, but the two-acre walled
Above left Magnolia x
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Behind the scenes

An excellent book,
Thenford: The Creation
of an English Garden,
by Anne and Michael
Heseltine (Head
of Zeus, £40) is an
illustrated history and
well-documented
account of the garden’s
creation. Hundreds of
photos show plans and
structural works
in progress and the
crane-lifting of statues,
as well as the beautiful
flowers and foliage.

garden marks a sudden departure into complex
and stylish geometry, designed by George Carter.
Its network of criss-crossing paths, laid out on
the bias, has created areas for cultivated produce,
pools, trellised and copper-domed pavilions, and
ornamental beds that erupt with wallflowers and
tulips in April and May.
A range of glasshouses cosy up to the south-facing
side of the north wall and, since this is a garden still
very much in the making, Michael has further plans
for one of them, which will add to the spectacle of
late winter and spring. “I’m going to convert one of
the greenhouses into an alpine house,” he says, with
a glint in the eye. “It will have daffodils, crocus,
muscari, scilla – anything goes!” ■
Thenford Gardens and Arboretum, Thenford,
Banbury, Oxfordshire OX17 2BP. The gardens are
open to visitors only on specific, pre-arranged days.
To visit, you will need to apply for tickets via the
website. There are two open days in February for
snowdrops (£12 per person) and eight more open
days spread through the spring, summer and
autumn months (£16). thenfordarboretum.com

ROGER DAVIES
Working mainly in metals, my work is
representative of nature, generally of the
sea and creatures that inhabit it. My work
is created for many places from seating,
garden sculpture to paintings.
If you wish to commission some work I
would be happy to discuss with you your
requirements call 07473637897 or visit
the website for more information

www.rogerdaviesart.co.uk

TRADITIONAL WORKWEAR FOR MEN AND WOMEN
carriercompany.co.uk +44 ( 0 ) 1328 820699
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The daffodil lawn was
inspired by the many
heritage varieties (top
right) Frank inherited;
erythroniums (right)
thrive in wooded areas.

SHAPING
NATURE
Frank Kirwan has fulfilled his dream of
opening Humbie Dean, his East Lothian
garden, to the public, having wrestled
with the undergrowth to reveal burns
and woodland that is spangled with
spring bulbs including heritage daffodils
WORDS & PHOTOGRAPHS SHEILA SIM

F

or generations East Lothian has been seen
as Scotland’s ‘garden county’, renowned
for its rich horticultural heritage and its
wealth of gardens, designed landscapes
and fine public parks. Humbie Dean is
a relative newcomer to the county’s impressive list of
private gardens. It lies at the south-western corner of the
county, near the foot of the Lammermuir Hills, reached
via sinuous country roads lined with neatly trimmed
beech hedgerows that are a zingy green in spring.
Frank Kirwan moved here in late 2008, having
purchased Humbie Dean with a challenge in mind: to
create from scratch a garden with year-round appeal
that he could open to the public under Scotland’s
Gardens Scheme within five years. And what a challenge
it has been. When he moved here, only a small area
near the driveway could have been described as garden.
In more recent years the rest of this two-acre plot had
barely been touched, although Frank did inherit some
wonderful mature trees, fine rhododendrons and masses
of bulbs from when the house was built in the 1930s.
As described by Frank, the shape of the garden is
reminiscent of “a wedge of ripe French cheese”. The
long sides of this tasty triangle take the form of steep,
wooded slopes leading down to two small rivers:
Greenbank Burn to the south and Humbie Water to the
north. The rivers meet at the apex of the garden, which
faces west. The flat top of the triangle, with the house
situated roughly in its centre, has gradually evolved into
a number of distinct areas (“not ‘rooms’!” insists Frank
emphatically) including a cottage-style garden around
the house and a meadow of bulbs to the rear.
The removal of a vast wall of light-blocking conifers
near the house was the first priority. After that it was
the steep, overgrown banks down to the rivers that
required the most intensive effort. When Frank arrived,
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these slopes were virtually inaccessible; only by
scrambling through a dense thicket of ash, alder,
rowan and hawthorn, not to mention brambles and
nettles, could he see what was required. He bought
a chainsaw, hired the largest woodchipper he could
find, and set to work.
Guided by the contours of the land, Frank
identified where paths needed to be laid. From the
first trees that he removed (and others that were
felled by “the great landscaper in the sky”), large
trunks were used to demarcate the first paths and
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Above Masses of golden
daffodils line the drive to
the house, which sits at
the top of the triangular
water-edged plot.

provided the chippings to surface
them. Encouraged by these initial
efforts, Frank now felt he could
“create a garden that went with the
land rather than being forced into
a contrivance”. Having restored
access down to Greenbank Burn, he
constructed a zigzagging wooden
boardwalk so that he – and those
future visitors – could stroll by the
river without getting muddy feet. A
‘passing place’ sign, made from a pile
of discarded road signs, provides a
humorous touch.
The result of Frank’s endeavour
on the southern edge of the garden is
a light and airy tree canopy that has
allowed attractive groundcover to
be planted. The semi-shaded slope,
damper than the rest of the garden
due to rain run-off, is the ideal
habitat for primula, meconopsis,
pulmonaria and gunnera. These have
been supplemented in recent years
by hellebores and erythroniums
– the latter being particularly
successful. In fact, BBC Scotland
came to film The Beechgrove
Garden here two years ago, drawn
by the erythroniums. “The species
ones tend to disappear if there’s
any competition,” says Frank, “but
the hybrids do well. I use ‘Pagoda’
and ‘White Beauty’, which bulk up
quickly. ‘Pagoda’ has also performed
surprisingly well in the meadow.”
The original objective was to
create a garden that looks good
all year round, and Humbie Dean
is a fine example of successional
planting. Swathes of snowdrops
in February give way to daffodils
in spring, which, in turn, are
followed by a sea of native bluebells.
Herbaceous plants bring colour
throughout summer, followed by an
abundance of berry-laden shrubs in
the autumn. Only in the depths of winter does the
garden sink into a well-earned rest. Much of the
effect is achieved using a limited plant palette. Frank
points out that when he finds a plant that performs
well, he looks for other varieties of the same thing.
One of the most successful features is the meadow.
Inspired by the clumps of daffodils that he inherited
(many of them thought to be pre-1930s hybrids
from the Backhouse Rossie collection in Fife), Frank
has gradually supplemented them over the years so
that throughout April and May this area becomes

Clockwise from top left

Frank thinks Humbie
Dean’s daffodils date
from the 1930s. ‘Twink’
has a similar split corona;
try ‘Beersheba’ for a
nodding white; for white
with a yellow trumpet,
look to ‘Brunswick’;
‘Duchess of Westminster’
is a similar pale lemon.
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Green Meadow Furniture Ltd are sole distributors in the UK
and Europe, of the ‘Ethan Collection’, a beautiful range of
hardwood garden and conservatory furniture together with
umbrellas. The furniture is handmade in New Zealand using
FSC certified timber.
Each piece is designed to be functional, comfortable, pleasing
to the eye and very long lasting, maturing to a beautiful silver
colour over time with very minimal maintenance.
Since 1984 clients have been enjoying alfresco dining and
now their children who grew up using their parents Ethan
settings are also aspiring to buy their own in adult life- quality,
durability, unique style and complimentary fabric colour to
blend and enhance your garden terrace. Invest once and enjoy
for decades to come.
Come and see us by appointment in the Cotswolds or visit our
displays at Badminton and Burghley Horse Trials or Chelsea
and Hampton Court RHS Flower Shows.
Or ask for a survey at your home to be sure we make you the
right size and configuration to suite your needs.
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Please call Tim Elliott on 07778 460727

Green Meadow, Laverton, Broadway, Worcestershire WR12 7NA

sales @greenmeadows-s.co.uk

www.greenmeadows-s.co.uk

Frank co-exists with deer, rabbits,
pheasants, mice, voles and moles – not
always the most welcome of partners

a profusion of golden trumpets. “The varieties I’ve
added have been chosen to extend the season; they
flower earlier or later than the ones that were already
here.” Since the meadow faces west, spring sunsets
are now a very special part of the garden year.
During the relatively short time that he has lived
at Humbie Dean, Frank has noted the impact of
climate change and intensive agricultural practices.
Each year he wades into the Greenbank Burn to
rescue clumps of snowdrops threatened by the rising
waterline and moves them to safety further up the
banks. Extremes of rainfall, coupled with heavily
compacted soil in the local arable fields, lead to
increased rainwater run-off that erodes the garden’s
banks and causes occasional mudslides on country
roads: thorny issues for the local community.
Humbie Dean brings new meaning to the concept
of the wildlife garden. Frank co-exists with deer,
rabbits, pheasants, mice, voles and moles – not
always the most welcome of partners, given the
damage they have
wreaked over the years.
Above Purple Magnolia
‘Susan’ flanks a bark
Discreet fencing has
path that’s in keeping
been put in place with
with this informal
more being erected this
woodland garden.
year, but Frank often
Left Spring blossom on
Prunus avium ‘Plena’.
feels it is a losing battle.
Far left Chequered
“What can I do? They
Fritillaria meleagris
have prior squatting
thrives in grassy
rights,” he sighs.
meadow plantings.
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After ten years of hard work, Frank was keen
to record his experiences, and has been writing a
book about Humbie Dean, which he hopes will be
published at the end of 2020. It will describe his
gardening year, month by month, allowing him to
share his accumulated experience – particularly the
lessons he has learned and the mistakes he’s made.
To take one example, with the benefit of hindsight

“It’s not perfect… but if you’d told me ten
years ago that this is what it would look
like, I wouldn’t have believed you”

Meadow MAINTENANCE
Frank’s advice on caring for a daffodil meadow
once the flowering display has faded
Don’t feed or deadhead and don’t
bother tying up the dying foliage;
it’s not attractive and it doesn’t do
anything useful.
Follow RHS advice to leave the
foliage to die back over the course
of six weeks, and then run the
lawnmower over the lot.
Mow paths through the meadow,
and dig up bulbs to move them
only if they’re blocking a path.
I’ve found you can lift a clump of
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daffodils when they first appear
and move them somewhere else,
and they actually won’t mind at all.
I used to mow the meadow only
at the end of June, but recently
I’ve started mowing it on a fourweekly basis thereafter. In addition
to eliminating the most pernicious
weeds, this will stop the bluebells
from self-seeding. Even though
the bluebells here are our native
variety, not the Spanish one, they
can become invasive.

he wishes he had not
planted camassia
amongst the bluebells,
since they are practically
the same colour and
simply merge together in the wider scheme.
The garden will be open to the public on ten,
yet-to-be-announced occasions this year, but
Frank is always happy to be contacted by groups
or enthusiasts who want to visit at other times.
Although he has had previous gardens, this is the
first one that he has created virtually from scratch.
Has he achieved what he wanted to do? His response
is modest as he points out that some of the paths
are too narrow, the lawn is not manicured, some of
the tall shrubs are perhaps too close together… “It’s
not perfect,” he says, “and I’ll continue to change it.
But if you’d told me ten years ago that this is what it
would look like, I wouldn’t have believed you.” ■
Above The zigzagging
boardwalk safely
navigates the burns that
run along two of the
garden’s boundaries.

Humbie Dean, Humbie, East Lothian EH36 5PW.
Open on selected dates between mid-April and
mid-August, and to groups and individuals by
appointment. Tel: 07768 996382; humbiedean.com
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The Joys
OF SPRING

In the Shropshire valley garden of Hodnet Hall, a new season enlivens vistas with
bursts of pink from cherry blossom and magnolia, and swathes of golden daffodils
WORDS JIM CABLE PHOTOGRAPHS JOE WAINWRIGHT

A swan regards the
restful scene of water,
spring blossom and
emerging leaves; stairs
(right) lead through a
bower of magnolias.
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Above The pools were

built by Sir Algernon’s
father, Brigadier A.G.W.
Heber-Percy, when he
remodelled the gardens
in the 1920s.

E

ach morning when Sir Algernon
Heber-Percy opens his bedroom
curtains at Hodnet Hall he experiences
a surge of adrenaline, and this is
particularly the case in spring when
the magnificent gardens are also waking up. In the
distance a dovecote built in 1656 nestles in a gentle
landscape of rounded hills close to stands of oak and
beech with the south Shropshire hills as a backdrop.
The gardens, a tapestry of fresh growth and early
blooms, tumble down from the house to a large
pool, the first in a ‘daisy chain’ that threads through
a shallow valley at the heart of the estate. A stream,
warmed slightly by underground springs, feeds these
pools and so a scene shrouded in warm mist often
greets Sir Algernon and his wife, Jane.
The Heber-Percys’ ancestral connection with
Hodnet can be traced back to the 11th century,
when a motte-and-bailey castle was built on a site
to the east of the current house. The next dwelling
in the family’s history was Hodnet Old Hall, a
16th-century, black-and-white, timber-framed
manor house set in the valley. The Heber-Percys
vacated this Tudor home in 1865. No doubt relieved
to leave the low-lying damp spot behind, they moved
up the slope into a much grander Victorian house in
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the then-fashionable Neo-Elizabethan style. When
Algernon and Jane took over the estate in 1966,
some downsizing was called for. They removed the
top floor and converted the north wing into an open
cloister, cleverly creating a more manageable, lower
and thinner house, which is the one we see today.
Algernon’s father, Brigadier A.G.W. Heber-Percy
took on a different challenge as a young man in the
1920s, remodelling the landscape around the hall.
The story goes that his mother had urged him to
get out of the house more – on the condition that it
wasn’t to go to the pub. Whatever temptations he
avoided, the brigadier became a passionate gardener.
He set about giving the mansion the presence it
demanded, linking it to features that survived from
the old house, such as a terraced walk and a circular
garden. It was also his idea to dam the stream and
create the chain of pools. As an army man, he would
promise teams of soldiers board and lodging over a
weekend if they were prepared to dig!
Despite being open to the public for much of the
year, the grounds at Hodnet Hall still have the feel of

Top right Azaleas and
a family garden. Visitors
rhododendrons are
arriving in spring are in
beacons of colour in
for a special treat. On
early spring.
a fine day as you walk
Right Beneath clouds
of white cherry blossom,
down the drive beneath
a picturesque waterfall
magnificent oaks, you’re
links two of the pools
greeted by the fresh
that thread through this
green foliage on the
valley garden.
many deciduous azaleas
and the spicy scent of their flowers. If you are lucky
you will spot a Magnolia sargentiana var. robusta
displaying its huge, rose-pink blooms in the distance.
The flowers of Magnolia x soulangeana in its many
forms open in mid-spring before the leaves. ‘Alba
Superba’ is often first with its large, white, scented,
tulip-shaped blooms. But these treats are a mere
warm-up for the show along the Magnolia Walk.
There are 60 acres of land surrounding Hodnet
Hall, half of which is ‘gardened’, the rest being semimature beech and oak woodland and wet and dry
meadows. The soil is lime-free clay, which suits most
plants – not just the lime-haters. While it’s moisture

Spring perfection: a
pink-blossomed cherry
hangs over the path that
winds its way around
one of the pools.

retentive, it lies over sand, which means plants on
some of the slopes do need occasional irrigation.
Ross Underwood is the head gardener here
supported by two full-time and two part-time
members of staff. He explains that the season begins
with thousands of wild daffodils lining the drive and
scattered throughout the garden. Each year, daffodil
cultivars are used in spring container displays and
then, after flowering, are planted in the open ground
to add new layers to the show.
Out on the Magnolia Walk, Ross points out a
Magnolia ‘Sayonara’, a beautiful hybrid that bears
white, goblet-shaped flowers flushed pink and green
at their base, underplanted with Narcissus ‘Actaea’
and ‘Thalia’. Magnolia salicifolia, meanwhile,
releases a lemony-aniseed scent from its willow-like
leaves when they are bruised. It produces white
flowers from a young age and these, too, are sweetly
scented. Outstanding white-flowered Magnolia x
loebneri ‘Merrill’ is also noted for its perfume, but
for true olfactory indulgence Ross recommends the
dinner-plate blooms of Magnolia ‘Athene’. Each
white petal is stained deep-pink at its base, which
makes an amazing display against bare stems and a
pure-blue sky. Ross explains it is easy to underplant
by virtue of its habit, so
Above Rhododendrons
is suitable for smaller
thrive here, the varieties
gardens. Magnolia
selected to offer a long
campbellii, from the
season of interest.
Right Wide stone steps
Himalayas, flowers in
lead up to the house,
March too, its large pink
which was converted
flowers a sheer joy after
in the 1960s to a more
the winter drear.
manageable size.

The season begins with thousands of
wild daffodils lining the drive and
scattered throughout the garden
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Ross has developed a passion for rhododendrons
during his 12 years at Hodnet. “They have really
fallen out of fashion due to overuse and overbreeding
and a lot of easy hybrids flooding the market,” he
laments, “but there are lovely varieties available
from specialist nurseries that do well in most
gardens.” He leads us down an avenue of beeches to
the first of several areas of lightly shaded woodland
garden featuring a 17th-century wellhead. In spring
the ground is carpeted in trilliums surrounding
unfurling crosiers of the male fern, Dryopteris filixmas. Ross points out Rhododendron arboreum,
the first rhododendron introduced from the
Himalayas and parent to many garden hybrids. The
flowers, which appear in March, are dense heads
of 5cm-long bells, variable in colour but pink in the

Green shoots are emerging and the
bright spring light plays on the tumbling
cascades of the water gardens
Above left In April, the

magnolias are graced by
large, opulent blooms.
Above right Clumps of
daffodils stud the lush
grass beneath cherry
trees, magnolias and
other specimens.

FAVOURITE rhododendrons
Ross Underwood selects his top three
rhododendrons to grow
Ross Underwood, head
gardener at Hodnet, explains:
“Rhododendrons are not just for
spring. Some reflower later in the
year, many have striking foliage
and the deciduous rhododendrons
that we refer to as ‘azaleas’ have
lovely autumn colour.”

It’s adaptable, coping well with
neutral soil, and is surprisingly
drought tolerant.

R. yakushimanum has silvery
young growth and leathery leaves
with a fabulous, orangey-yellow
indumentum on the undersides,
plus apple-blossom flowers that
appear in May and fade to white.

R. kesangiae has amazing leaves
that can reach up to 30cm long.
Backed with silvery indumentum,
they are a wonderful bonus
alongside the large trusses of pink
flowers in April and May.
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R. ‘Matador’ is a Bodnant hybrid
that produces a second flush
of vivid orange-red flowers in
August.

case of the Hodnet specimen. This is a huge and
magnificent shrub reminiscent of those seen in the
coastal gardens of Cornwall. It appears that the old
forestry trees that shelter the gardens and the warm
springs feeding the pools create a similarly benign
microclimate at Hodnet.
Hodnet Hall’s gardens are a plantsperson’s
paradise and Sir Algernon confides that this is in
part due to his former neighbour, renowned nursery
owner John Ravenscroft. John not only offered
advice but was very generous with his plants, which
have added variety throughout the gardens. He had
a particular interest in magnolias, which, of course,
continue to be an important element at Hodnet.
Interesting varieties are being used to replace forest
trees that have become unsafe and future visitors
will likely stumble upon hidden groves.
Green shoots are emerging from a freshly restored
herbaceous border and the bright spring light plays
on the tumbling cascades of the water gardens at the
main pool’s east end. A new season has begun in a
multi-layered, accessible, yet personal garden that
shines in spring but warrants a visit at any time. ■
Hodnet Hall, Hodnet, Market Drayton, Shropshire
TF9 3NN. Opens every Sunday and Bank Holiday
Monday from 22 March to 27 September 2020;
Wednesdays 13 May and 14 June for the National
Garden Scheme; and 17 June and 15 July.
Tel: 01630 685786; hodnethallgardens.org

GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS

Wednesday & Thursday 22/23 April and 6/7 May 2020 BOOKING NOW

One of our most popular courses, led by master horticulturalist Ben Pope, which aims to take each student through
all the practical elements of caring for a garden from soil, tools, maintenance, seed sowing and propagating, weed
control and pests and diseases.The first 3 days will be spent at the Chelsea Physic Garden and the final day will be
spent gaining practical experience in Rosemary Alexander’s much praised garden near Petersfield and the garden
nearby, where Ben is in charge. Participants will be given a chance to prune, plant, sow seeds and regular maintenance
tasks will be discussed.A light lunch and refreshments will be provided daily.

ONE YEAR GOOD GARDENING DIPLOMA
September 2020 – end June 2021

Covers the best in planting design while training in the more serious aspects of horticultural techniques. Practical
sessions held at Arundel Castle under the guidance of head gardener Martin Duncan and at Sandhill Farm House,
Rogate. Lectures by many leading gardening personalities and regular visits to outstanding private gardens. Students
also learn to draw up planting plans.
(1 day a week (Tues), 10.30am–3.15pm, over three terms)

THE ESSENTIAL GARDEN DESIGN DIPLOMA

Garden of Medicinal Plants – Chelsea Physic Garden

January-March 2021

Based at the Chelsea Physic Garden and led by Rosemary Alexander and architect Catriona Rowbotham, the course
is an overview of Garden Design, covering all the elements needed to rethink an average garden.Taking students
step by step through site surveying, using the grid, horizontal and vertical features, garden layouts and planting plans,
costing and specification, plus drawing tuition and homework on design and plant portfolios.Tutors are well respected
in the industry and will guide students on how to succeed in this diverse profession.
(2 days a week (Wed & Thur) 10.30am-3.15pm, plus 2 days homework)

GARDEN DESIGN & CARING FOR YOUR GARDEN
Distance Learning Courses study anytime, anywhere in the world

A stepping stone to a new career.These two correspondence courses are a step by step guide to either designing your
own garden or learning how to plant and maintain an existing garden: drawing up plans, hard landscaping, site analysis,
planting, month by month tasks etc.Taught through a comprehensive course book, with projects submitted by post.
1-3 years to complete and individual assessment.

SINGLE
TRAVELLERS!

COME JOIN OUR FAMILY!

61 HOLIDAYS TO 40 COUNTRIES WORLDWIDE!
We specialise in giving mature single travellers a great holiday
experience. We understand travelling alone can be a daunting
thought and put so much attention, detail and many extras into
every holiday!

Ask for our brochure 01760 722 011
or visit www.onetraveller.co.uk
One Traveller Ltd, Swaffham, Norfolk PE37 7FD

Photo: R Alexander

Not sure which Diploma course is for you?
Come along to an information session to see our
location and find out more.

www.englishgardeningschool.co.uk
Email: info@englishgardeningschool.co.uk
Tel: 020 7352 4347
Long established as the leader in all design
and gardening tuition and based at the
unique and historic Chelsea Physic Garden

"The itinerary for
this trip was first class.
I loved all the places we visited,
so many varied towns both on
the coast and inland. Alberobello
and Matera stood out but each had
their own charms. Puglia is a very
special part of Italy. This has to be
one of the best trips I have been on
with excellent attention to detail
throughout. "

✔ A caring family-run company!

Iris W

✔ More than 10 years of nothing but single travel!
✔ We include most meals, drinks, excursions and a host of extras!
✔ Go from nervous first-timer to a fully fledged conqueror in

one holiday!

✔ Tried, tested and trusted by our high level of repeat guests!
9718

BOOK WITH 100% CONFIDENCE
Fully Bonded | Fully Protected
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A Sense of
CONTINUITY

At the riverside garden of Parsonage Oasts in Kent, the vision of its creator,
Gladys Raikes, is lovingly continued by her grandson Edward and his wife Jennifer
WORDS HELEN YEMM PHOTOGRAPHS MMGI/BENNET SMITH

Beyond a scented
Daphne mezereum,
a ‘Gascoyne’s Scarlet’
apple tree is poised
to burst into bud.
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I

the local area – most notably and destructively
n a picture-postcard view of Parsonage
in 2000 and 2013. A small paved eating area set
Oasts, from the towpath on the opposite
against the wall of the house is overhung by sweet
bank of the River Medway at Yalding, the
grape vines (Vitis ‘Fragola’, the strawberry grape).
four, square, cowl-topped ‘towers’ and
This forms a good point from which to view a long,
the ruggedly defensive stone and brick
mixed border that runs along the length of the river
walls, softened only by a magnificent overhanging
wall, home to plants that must tolerate arid summer
specimen of Magnolia x soulangeana, can seem
soil, baked from behind by the wall, as well as
formidable. Only when you cross a narrow canal
occasional watery interventions from the river.
bridge and scrunch your way up the hidden drive
Planted here for spring are bright-leafed spiraea
past massed daffodils and pretty trees to be
and berberis, with erysimums, crown imperials
welcomed by the owners in their gardening clothes
and tulips and usually an early proliferation of
with two sociable geese in attendance, does a more
self-seeded cerinthe. In terms of weeds, ground
gentle picture emerge. It is one of devotion to
elder is the main problem – constantly
a family home and garden, created
attacked by the owners when it gets
from derelict farm buildings set in an
too much. At the end of the border,
acre of equally derelict land, that is
under and around the great magnolia
now a place of immense tranquillity.
and spreading across the width of the
The gardens were laid out
garden with a flagstone path running
and planted by a remarkable
through it, the ground is thick with
septuagenarian gardener Gladys
daffodils and hellebores, the latter an
Raikes in the 1950s and ‘60s. Simply
all-sorts mixture, originally planted
referred to as ‘Granny’ by the present
by Gladys, their ‘best’ colours now
owners, her grandson Edward and his
stage-managed by Jennifer. The bees
wife Jennifer, at the age of 90 and no
(from Edward’s hives) enjoy a spring
longer able to cope with her creation,
bonanza here. Among the numerous flowering
Gladys invited the couple to take it on. They moved
shrubs is a lone, experimentally planted Camellia
in and did just that, learning the ropes from Gladys
japonica ‘R. L. Wheeler’. Jennifer hopes that if it
as they went along and, at the same time, bringing
survives the gravelly and not-quite-acid-enough
up their young family. A rare sense of continuity
soil conditions, others from her numerous potted
is tangible in a garden that has been loved, tended
camellia collection will be able to survive being
and modified by the Raikes, very much in the spirit
transplanted into the ground as well.
of its maker since her death. In a quiet corner of
The visitor’s attention is inevitably drawn to
the garden near the river is a home-made armillary
the only truly ‘formal’ element in the garden: a
sphere on which is written, in what Edward
short, wide swathe of brick and gravel that leads
describes as his ‘pidgin Latin’, words that roughly
from one of the two back doors straight to an old
translate to ‘This garden is the fruit of the wisdom
well, encircled by lavender, in what is
of Gladys Raikes’.
approximately the centre of the lawned
The main garden is rectangular,
area. In this ‘avenue’ is planted a double
wider than it is deep, set behind the
row of now huge, healthy-looking clipped
long building that consists of the
box balls. In between each ball stands a
mainly black-weather-boarded house
terracotta pot of semi-evergreen abelia,
where hops used for brewing were
a shrub that, according to Jennifer, makes
originally stored and the adjoining
a surprisingly amenable container plant
converted brick kilns where the hops
with a gloriously long flowering season.
were dried. They were part of the
To one side of this avenue is another
estate owned by the local parson and
of the original trees planted by Gladys,
date back to around 1800. It all feels
a now enormous and statuesque apple,
very secluded: the long view, roughly
‘Gascoyne’s Scarlet’, pruned annually by
to the south east, out and across the
Edward. Close by, an expanding area of
garden from the living room windows,
self-seeding snowdrops and Fritillaria
is dominated by lofty trees including
meleagris blithely interrupts his mowing
those in a small woodland area beyond
regime for a few weeks. Beyond this,
and below the garden, while the
reached via gravel paths that connect the
kitchen overlooks the river.
various parts of the garden, many edged
To one side of a wide lawn is the
densely with vivid blue grape hyacinths,
long brick riverside wall, a defence of
are a vegetable garden, overseen by some
sorts against the tendency of the River
Above An early-flowering purple-blue
substantial roses growing on stout pergolas
Medway to make headlines by flooding
veronica makes a pretty plant for a pot.

Under and around
the great magnolia
and spreading across
the width of the garden,
the ground is thick with
daffodils and hellebores
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Above The striking
cowl-topped towers,
seen from the opposite
bank of the river.
Right The scene-stealing
Magnolia x soulangeana.
Below A chaenomeles
hedge decked with
scarlet flowers bounds
the vegetable patch.
Left Camellia species
thrive in containers.
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Discover a World of Pictorial Meadows...
Order your
brochure
now!

Superior quality designer meadows
from seed and PMTurf based on 20
years of research and development
Long flowering season
Designed with pollinators in mind
Available as Seed or PMTurf™
Successional, changing colours
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www.PictorialMeadows.co.uk

Choice.

01142 677 635

01386 750585
lindsay@readyhedge.com
matthew@readyhedge.com

Our instant hedging is available to order in a huge range of
varieties and sizes, ready-spaced in troughs or Readybags.
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www.readyhedge.com

Seasonal PASTELS
This selection of delightful spring flowers fills
the Parsonage Oasts garden with soft colour

IPHEION
UNIFLORUM
Star-shaped, lilac-blue flowers
sit above grassy foliage. One
for a sunny spot.

LATHYRUS VERNUS
A spring-flowering member
of the sweet pea family, with
pretty pink or blue flowers.
Grow it in sun or part shade.

HELLEBORUS
X HYBRIDUS

CAMELLIA
JAPONICA

These hellebores, with their
bashful, nodding flowers,
thrive in dappled shade.

Grow these evergreens in
pots of ericaceous compost
if your garden soil isn’t acid.

ERYSIMUM CHEIRI
‘BLOOD RED’

ERODIUM
PELARGONIIFLORUM

Biennial wallflowers are
always worth growing for
their spicily scented blooms.

Will cover the soil in a sunny
spot with its hairy leaves and
red-blotched flowers.

and, the eye cleverly distracted by a gorgeous
flowering hedge of scarlet Chaenomeles japonica,
a business-like composting area.
On the edge of a deep area of big trees, a tiny
wild woodland garden on a lower level is accessed
through a gate and down a few wooden steps. It
provides an area of maximum peace and quiet and
allows close contact with the river. A tiny pond is
surrounded by sheets of chalk-white wood anemones
that kick off the spring performance, followed, as
the overhead leaf
canopy starts
to close in, by a
carpet of shadetolerant Geranium
phaeum. Both
of these are
no-maintenance
enthusiastic
spreaders.
The younger Raikes have had their work cut out
at Parsonage Oasts. Edward obviously already had
gardening ‘in his blood’, passed on to him, of course,
by ‘Granny’ Gladys, and by his mother who also
gardened avidly. Jennifer had no such background,
but clearly revels in, the ingenuity of the self-taught.
Now a real plantswoman in her own right – the
kind who keeps a stack of well-thumbed catalogues
to hand and labels all
Above An old, mossher ‘newborns’ hoping
covered wall gives
against hope that she
shelter to the hellebores
will commit their names
that cover the ground
to memory before the
below trees and shrubs.

A tiny pond
is surrounded
by sheets of
chalk-white
wood anemones
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The garden feels as
if the right amount of
sensitive interference
with nature has
been achieved

labels fade or are lost. But both
admit they are no longer young,
and are relaxing their expectations
a little, no longer bothering, for
example, with arduous work in
their vegetable garden over winter.
The many beautiful trees they
have added to those that Gladys
planted are now maturing, and any
major modifications made over the years have largely
involved simplification, as with the early removal of
some of the island beds that made mowing difficult.
They also have help in the garden from Hadlow
College-trained Jacqui, who formerly worked in the
garden at Knole, “which seemed to me like a pretty
pedigree”, according to Jennifer. This beautiful
garden feels, as a result, as though precisely the right
amount of sensitive interference with nature is being
achieved. “The secret,”
Top Morning sun
Jennifer sagely notes,
illuminates daffodils
“is to find out what
on the river’s edge.
likes you, and let it go.”
Middle A cluster of pastel
Ground elder, however,
cherry blossom is a sure
sign spring has arrived.
will continue to be
Bottom In between
systematically attacked
Gladys Raikes’ large box
for the foreseeable
balls are pots of Abelia
future, it seems. ■
‘Sunshine Daydream’.
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EXCLUSIVE ACCESS | EXPERT-LED | SMALL GROUPS

Gardens of the Republic of Ireland
13 - 20 May, 2020

A real feast for the senses, this tour explores
quirky private and botanical gardens, and a magical
sculpture garden set in an exquisite woodland valley.
www.aceculturaltours.co.uk

01223 841055

enquiries@aceculturaltours.co.uk

Powerscourt Garden, Ireland © Caroline Hannah

at Dunster Castle,
Gardens and Watermill

The result of 100s of years of planning, building and
restoration, a walk around the gardens at Dunster
Castle takes you around the world and through four
different micro-climates.

© National Trust 2019 . Registered charity, No. 205846. © National Trust Images/ Exmoor Photography

Discover more

From a row of Chusan Palms, an Orangery, Lemon
House, a wild wooded area, magnolia trees, the rare
Handkerchief tree and some Giant Rhubarb - there is
so much to discover in the gardens at Dunster Castle.

These are the places that make us.
nationaltrust.org.uk/dunster-castle
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DAFFODIL GARDENS

Going for Gold

IMAGE GAP PHOTOS/RICHARD BLOOM

With a fanfare of golden trumpets, daffodils herald the start
of spring proper, and there are plenty of places to admire them

A sea of daffodils
brings brilliant rays
of sunshine to spring
at Nottinghamshire’s
Felley Priory.
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DAFFODIL GARDENS

T
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In the wild

Above Felley Priory’s

orchard is completely
smothered by blooms;
many of the daffodils
growing here are old
or unusual cultivars.

William Wordsworth, as we know, loved the
‘jocund company’ of a host of golden daffodils.
When his daughter Dora tragically died, he planted
hundreds of daffodil bulbs in her memory in a
field neighbouring his home at Rydal Mount.
The National Trust now cares for Dora’s Field
and it is a lovely place to while away half an hour
or so. nationaltrust.org.uk. At one of the poet’s
former homes in the area, Wordsworth House in
Cockermouth, head gardener Amanda Thackeray
has planted 7,000 daffodil bulbs, which will flower

IMAGES GAP/RICHARD BLOOM; ALAMY

he garden-visiting year may kick
off with snowdrops, but it’s their
successors, daffodils, that really
begin to brighten up spring.
The milky-white flowers of the
snowdrops fade away to be replaced by narcissus
in every shade of yellow from the palest lemon to
golden buttercup as well as pristine, pure white.
They flower from around mid-March into April,
as the days are getting longer and the weather’s
(hopefully) becoming more spring-like, so head out
to admire one of the season’s most cheering sights.

this spring to mark the
250th anniversary of
Wordsworth’s birth.
While you’re in the
Lakes, you could also
walk some or all of
the Ullswater Way, a
20-mile route around
Ullswater, which even
features a daffodil on
its signposts. It passes
through Glencoyne Wood, the very place where
Wordsworth spotted the daffodils he immortalised
in his poem, ‘I Wandered Lonely as a Cloud’.
ullswater.com
Head to Farndale in North Yorkshire, also known
as the ‘Daffodil Dale’, for gentle walks of between
three and seven miles through countryside spangled
with wild daffodils. It’s a beautiful display that
carpets the meadows and riverbanks along this
stretch of the River Dove. northyorkmoors.org.uk
The Gloucestershire village of Kempley forms
one corner of an area that’s known as the Golden
Triangle because daffodils grow here in such
abundance, in no small part down to significant
conservation efforts. A circular ten-mile walk
(shortcuts are available) guides ramblers through
the landscape around Kempley, Dymock and
Oxenhall. During Kempley’s Daffodil Weekend
on 21-22 March, informative guided walks are
held, explaining the area’s daffodil history in more
detail – from the 1920s onwards wild daffodils were
harvested and sent to London Paddington on the
Cheltenham Flyer train, for the market and to be
distributed to hospitals. Meanwhile a Daff’n’Ride
bus drops visitors off and returns them to the car
Above Dora’s Field near

Ambleside, was planted
by poet Wordsworth in
memory of his daughter.
Left Noteworthy
Narcissus ‘Telamonius
Plenus’ with forget-menots at Felley Priory.
Below Farndale offers
gentle riverside walks
through the Dove Valley,
washed with yellow.
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DAFFODIL GARDENS

In gardens

parks. Dymock and Oxenhall also host daffodil
weekends; the three usually held over consecutive
weekends in March, with money raised put towards
the upkeep of local churches. kempleytardis.org.uk
Dunsford Nature Reserve, which is looked
after by the Devon Wildlife Trust, is known for
its displays of wild daffodils in early spring. Just
west of Exeter on the edge of Dartmoor National
Park, its beautiful scenery turns yellow as a flood of
Narcissus pseudonarcissus flowers in its valleys and
woodland. There are plenty of walking trails to lead
you through the reserve. devonwildlifetrust.org.
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Top left Trelissick in
Cornwall holds a Daffodil
Weekend in late March.
Top right A veritable sea
of daffodils in front of
Norfolk’s Blickling Hall.
Above Cliveden
celebrates the daffodil
with its ‘Gilded Gardens’
programme. Varieties
grown here include
diminutive N. minor.

For en masse planting, Norfolk’s Blickling Estate, is
unbeatable. More than 100,000 daffodils put on a
show among the trees and formal gardens, which are
cared for by the National Trust. Not too far away is
Felbrigg, another National Trust property, where
the lawn in front of the 17th century hall is thickly
buttered with golden blooms. nationaltrust.org.uk
In Suffolk, spring is a superb time to make a
visit to Ickworth House, that grandly flamboyant
Italianate house built by the 4th Earl of Bristol in
the 18th century, and see the swathes of heritage
daffodils that grow here. nationaltrust.org.uk
A trip to Smallhythe Place in Kent is a must. Its
former occupant, late 19th- and early 20th-century
actress Ellen Terry called it her ‘daffodilly farm’.
nationaltrust.org.uk. Not far away near Ashford, it’s
the three acres of wild meadows at Godinton House
that are the main draw for daffodil lovers. From
March, the glades are studded with bulbs including
the double-flowered ‘Van Sion’, an old cultivar that
has been here for around 400 years. godintonhouse.
co.uk. Also in Kent, at Mere House in Mereworth,
marvel at a breath-taking show of daffodils, swathes
of which cover the lawns surrounding the handsome
former rectory. Open days for the daffodils are held
on 29 March and 5 April. mere-house.co.uk
Cliveden, near Maidenhead, was already known
for its daffodil displays, but 2020 promises to be
even better. Some 57 varieties have been added to
the collection of different cultivars that grow in the
South Terrace Ferneries, while 5,000 more Narcissus
pseudonarcissus have been planted to swell the

IMAGES NATIONAL TRUST/JOHN MILLAR/HUGH MOTHERSOLE; GAP/NICOLA STOCKEN/ANDREA JONES

numbers in the garden’s naturalised
displays. nationaltrust.org.uk. At
Clandon Park, near Guildford, a Palladian
mansion that was almost destroyed by
fire in 2015, throngs of daffodils were
planted in the 1890s by William, 4th Earl
of Onslow, a passionate horticulturist who
started what is now considered to be one of
the best pre-1930s collections of daffodils
in the country. nationaltrust.org.uk
In Wiltshire, the woodland garden
around Fonthill House is host to a healthy
population of daffodils in March, shortly
joined by azaleas and rhododendrons.
fonthill.co.uk. In neighbouring Somerset,
try Fairfield, near Bridgwater, which opens
under the National Garden Scheme, to
admire the woodland garden, illuminated
in spring by masses of daffodils, fritillaries,
wood anemones and bluebells. ngs.org.uk
Cornwall’s Cotehele celebrates its
Daffodil Festival between 14 and 22 March.
The daffodils here are mostly older
varieties, some dating back to 1620. They
used to be picked and sent to Plymouth by
boat in the 18th century, later to Covent
Garden by rail. nationaltrust.org.uk.
Trelissick holds a Daffodil Weekend over
21-22 March, when Cornwall’s daffodil
breeders and growers showcase their plants
in the stables. nationaltrust.org.uk
Heading north, Felley Priory is a short
hop from the M1 but you would never
know it as you stand in peaceful grounds,
surrounded by sunny blooms. The orchard
here is an ocean of yellow, and head
gardener Lindsey Ellis has been trying to
identify the cultivars, which so far include
‘Beersheba’, ‘W.P. Milner’ and ‘Mrs R.O.
Backhouse’, the first pink daffodil to be
registered, in 1921. felleypriory.co.uk
Daffodils have been growing at Bodnant
in Conwy since 1920 and you can see
them from January when cultivars such
as ‘Cedric Morris’ flower. N. cyclamineus
follows in February, then in March and
April the glades of Old Park meadow turn
gold. nationaltrust.org.uk. The paddock in
front of Powis Castle in Welshpool is also
painted yellow when N. pseudonarcissus
bloom. nationaltrust.org.uk
In Cheshire, Dunham Massey Winter
Garden celebrates its tenth birthday this year, but
despite its relative youth, the display of daffodils as
winter progresses into spring is no less impressive.
There are well over 70 cultivars, from tall Narcissus
‘Glen Clova’ with its bold, dark-orange trumpet, to
dainty ‘Tête-à-tête’. nationaltrust.org.uk

Top The grassy lawns

at Mere House in Kent
feature thick swathes of
daffodils in late March.
Above A very unusual
daffodil from the
Backhouse daffodilbreeding dynasty.

Scottish daffodil enthusiasts are well served at
the Backhouse Rossie Estate in Fife. Here, William
Backhouse, an early pioneer of daffodil breeding,
raised ‘Emperor’, ‘Empress’ and ‘Weardale
Perfection’, the first triploid and tetraploid daffodils,
which transformed subsequent breeding. It was his
youngest son Robert who introduced the first pink
daffodil, ‘Mrs R.O. Backhouse’, named after his
wife, a daffodil breeder in her own right, who won
an RHS award when she introduced ‘Moonbeam’
in 1901. Their son, William Ormston Backhouse,
specialised in red-cupped narcissus. Now over 89
Backhouse cultivars are gathered in a National
Collection at the estate. backhouserossie.co.uk
Turreted Brodie Castle in the beautiful Moray
countryside has been a place of pilgrimage for
daffodil lovers for some time. Daffodils have been
growing here since Tudor times, but when Major
Ian Brodie inherited the castle in 1889, he focused on
more unusual varieties. Another dedicated Scottish
daffodil breeder, he named more than 400 varieties,
many of which still grow here today. nts.org.uk ■
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herbaceous
supports

obelisks
& cages

arches&
tunnels

stakes, semis
& hoops
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See the complete range:

muntons.net

trellises&
wall supports

Catalogue requests / enquiries:

01285 706511

step-overs
& fruit cages

BESPOKE DESIGN
Faun’s Realm treehouse
from Blue Forest.

Wild Pony in wrought iron with an
oxidised finish by David Freedman.

Sunrise, a bespoke
commission by
David Harber.

Just For You
Helen Chislett considers the many benefits of commissioning
a bespoke garden piece – and outlines the best way to do it
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BESPOKE DESIGN

T

he magic of commissioning a
bespoke piece for the garden is that
it is meaningful to both person
and place. Commissioning also
keeps alive the great tradition of
patronage without which so much of the art and
craft world would be impoverished. Whether it
is a bench for the courtyard or a sundial for the
lawn, there will be someone out there who can
create an object that is unique in every sense. When
something is handmade, it is truly one of a kind. In
that sense, bespoke is different from customisation.
This is a term that covers the option to personalise
existing items, such as adding a line of poetry to a
bench, ordering a pot in a non-standard colour, or
selecting a greenhouse from a set of specifications.
Commissioning bespoke goes much further and
opens up a whole new world of possibilities.
The real joy of the bespoke process lies in
establishing a relationship with a craftsperson that
is so much deeper and meaningful than simply
walking into a garden centre or doing an online
search and making a purchase that takes mere
minutes. Commissioning is a creative journey that
demands equal commitment from both parties.
Makers take real pride and pleasure in creating
beautiful objects; the last thing they want is to see
disappointment when they hand over the finished
item. What they want is for this object to not just
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Below Whimsical garden

gate by artist-blacksmith
David Freedman. David
is self-taught and uses
both modern and
traditional techniques.

meet, but surpass all expectations. As sculptor,
Alison Crowther, says, “What gives me most
pleasure in the process is being able to delight my
clients while extending my artistic capabilities.
They need to be ready for a journey of exploring
the possibilities of the commission together.”
Anyone interested in commissioning a bespoke
piece must be prepared to sacrifice some time. The
first thing is to do your homework and locate two
or three people in the area that have the right skills
for the project and then visit the possible contenders
in their workshops. All professional makers will
have photos of past commissions to look through
and these often give a far greater understanding of
their work than a few images on a website. They will
also be happy to talk in detail about the skills and
techniques they have acquired, and the particular
challenges and opportunities of a potential
commission. A site visit to the garden is a must if
they are to understand light, sun, shade and aspect.
It should be immediately obvious which potential
makers can achieve the object and effect in mind.
However, just as importantly, those commissioning
must feel a personal affinity with that craftsperson.
Trust is intrinsic to the process. Is this someone in
sympathy with the project, person and place? The
maker in turn needs to feel that he or she is working
with a client who will encourage their creative
process, but not dictate it.

Above left Handmade

terracotta planter with
initials, Italian Terrace.
Above right Alitex offers
bespoke designs in
addition to standard
ranges. This glasshouse
was designed to echo
Victorian architecture.
Left Bespoke garden
installation from
sculptor David Harber.
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BESPOKE DESIGN
The relationship between commissioner and
commissionee is both delicate and demanding, so
sculptor Thomas Joynes offers this advice: “Don’t
be vague about what you want. Use every tool of
communication at your disposal to develop a clear
direction and understanding from the project’s start
to finish. Any successful commission should end in
both parties enjoying the process, with the client
always wanting more of the artist’s work and with
the artist wanting to provide it.”
Makers will ask a lot of questions: who is this for?
Is it a gift for a special occasion? Why did their work
resonate with the client? Where is it to be located?
How urgent is it (most craftspeople need at least
three months from conception to completion, but
they will pull out all stops when required)? Should it
include any motif, emblem or logo personal to that
person and their family? Importantly, they will also
need a sense of budget.
That leads on to an important issue that sits
at the centre of this process: money. If buying
decisions are based on finding the lowest price,
then commissioning is not the right path to take.
No craftsperson goes into the world of making
for money. What drives them is a true passion,
commitment and love for what they do. When
something is crafted by hand, the person buying
acquires a piece of that love and passion – the
qualities that imbue stone, clay, wood and metal
with soul. The price quoted will not give the maker a
huge profit margin. It will be based on materials and
time, with time equating to the size and complexity
of what has been suggested. If there is a big gap
between that quotation and the buyer’s budget,
most makers will suggest ways of adapting the
commission accordingly.
Bespoke objects also have the advantage of being
sustainable. When people own objects that they
commissioned from scratch, they feel emotionally
invested in them – the chances of such an object
ending up as landfill is almost non-existent. Here
you have something that has been made with just the
right choice and amount of material, often locally
sourced. The chances are that it will be delivered
locally, rather than being packed in a container and
shipped many miles, or worse, air-freighted. It has
been made to last and it has been made to touch the
heart of the person who commissioned it.
For anyone agreeing to go ahead, they must be
prepared for the huge leap of faith they will take, for
while the maker may have been able to display a lot
of images of previous commissions, this is the first
time they have made this piece for anyone. There
is no catalogue. Until now, this unique, wonderful
object has existed, only vaguely, in someone’s
imagination. The skill of the maker is in trying to
get inside that person’s head to translate those hopes
and dreams into tangible permanence. As Joynes
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Above The time an

artisan spends on a
bespoke commission
can easily outweigh
the monetary cost of
a piece. Ironwork by
David Freedman.
Below Haddonstone
offers an off-the-peg
range, but it will also
design bespoke cast
stone finishes for a
singular look.

Above left Sculptor

IMAGE MIMI CONNOLLY

Thomas Joynes with
Stasis, 2017. He advises
keeping communication
channels open with
the artist or artisan
commissioned for
the project.
Above right Sculptor
Alison Crowther works
exclusively in English
oak for local and
international clients.
Left Bespoke glasshouse
design by Hartley
Botanic.
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Names to Know

All of these companies and individuals
specialise in fully bespoke garden pieces
Alitex
Aluminium-frame greenhouses
with fully bespoke design
capacity. alitex.co.uk

finishes, such as gold and
verdigris. Bespoke and off-thepeg. davidharber.co.uk

Haddonstone
Alison Crowther

explains, “Along the
way, a project may
grow and evolve into
something totally
different or unexpected
from the original conversation. It is the process as a
whole that may lead to something totally unique.”
The client is a part of this whole journey. By the
time the creative process ends, they will have learnt a
surprising amount. They will find themselves able to
speak knowledgeably about the piece they now own,
because they have invested their own time in talking
to the maker, visiting the workshop and studying
previous pieces of her or his work. The object
created for them will become part of their biography,
handed down for future generations who will delight
in the stories it tells. It will make them smile every
time they see it. That is why it is worth a little extra
investment of time, money and thought. ■
Above Halo, a special
commission by Thomas
Joynes. Reflective metal
finishes neatly link the
piece with its surrounds.

Helen Chislett is a writer, author and founder of
London Connoisseur, londonconnoisseur.co.uk
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A sculptor and furniture maker
who works exclusively with
English oak, which is sourced
from UK woodlands.
alisoncrowther.com

Cast-stone pieces ranging
in scale from facades to
planters. Varying stone types
and colours. Repairs, replicas,
bespoke designs and off-thepeg. haddonstone.co.uk

Artisan Pant Supports

Hartley Botanic

Plant supports with structural
interest – both off-the-peg
and fully bespoke options with
decorative finishes are available.
artisanplantsupports.co.uk

In addition to a range that
can be customised, there is a
bespoke offering for storage,
growing spaces and size created
to taste. hartley-botanic.co.uk

Arthur Francis Sculpture

Italian Terrace

Smaller, intricate pieces, as well
as larger works of art, stretching
to Corten steel screens,
planters, gates and arches.
afsculpture.uk

Distinctive terracotta pots, large
and small, with a classical bent.
Designs can be recreated from
images or started from scratch.
italianterrace.co.uk

Blue Forest

Jeremy Hastings

Architectural designers,
interior designers and project
managers work on developing
singular treehouses for children
and grownups. Bespoke and
customised. blueforest.com

Spherical, slate water features.
Each piece reflects the choice
of stone and finish.
jhastings.co.uk

Chilstone
Decorative and architectural
designs in cast stone or bronze
or marble resin. Repairs,
replicas, bespoke designs and
off-the-peg. chilstone.com

David Freedman
An artist-blacksmith who
creates gates, water features,
furniture and sculpture.
davidfreedmansculpture.com

David Harber
Striking water features, sun
dials and sculptures in luxurious

LCB Sculpture
Metal sculpture with an equine
bent from self-taught sculptor
Louise Bradfield.
lcbsculpture.com

Sitting Spiritually
Benches, pergolas, seats
and swings made to order,
from a range or to individual
specification.
sittingspiritually.co.uk

Thomas Joynes
Eye-catching gates, sundials,
and sculpture in combinations
of wood and metal.
londonconnoisseur.co.uk

The English Garden
INSURANCE OFFER

Inside or out...

MAKE SURE YOUR VALUABLES ARE PROTECTED
Protecting your home, your garden and your lifestyle couldn’t be easier. Now, as a
reader of The English Garden you can benefit from special terms on home and
contents cover placed through leading insurance advisers Smith Greenfield.

Here at The English Garden we
understand the importance of
protecting our cherished possessions
and obtaining the best and most
appropriate home and contents cover.
This carefully researched
insurance opportunity has been
specially created for High Net
Worth individuals and is available
to homeowners whose properties

are valued at over £250,000 or have
contents worth more than £75,000.
It comes with many benefits
that standard high-street policies
do not offer, and readers of The
English Garden will receive access
to products only available through
expert independent advisers. Equally
important, any claims will be settled
promptly and without fuss.

Special benefits can include:
for equipment and machinery
• Cover
kept in outbuildings
for malicious damage or theft
• Cover
of plants and trees

• Cover for garden furniture and statues
cover if your garden is open
• Liability
to the public
for summerhouses and
• Cover
non-standard properties

For a free quote or more information:
Call: 020 8603 3730
Visit: www.smithgreenfield.co.uk
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TOP 10 PLANTS

Life Inside

I

Nell Jones, head of plant collections at the Chelsea Physic Garden
in London, selects 10 beautiful plants that will thrive under glass

WORDS VIVIENNE HAMBLY IMAGES GAP/HOWARD RICE

n the historic glasshouses at the Chelsea Physic Garden
in London, 1,200 rare and subtropical plants are cared
for by Nell Jones and a team of gardeners. The collection
represents diverse habitats, and the 1902 teak-and-iron
glasshouses are the subject of a restoration programme.
Growing tender plants under glass offers, quite literally, a whole
world of opportunity. “Decide on the conditions you will be able

to provide in your glasshouse,” suggests Nell, “and then choose
suitable plants or groups of plants that will thrive in those specific
conditions. One of the easiest ways to do this is to obsess over one
genus and then start collecting its members.”
Chelsea Physic Garden, 66 Royal Hospital Road, London
SW3 4HS. Tel: 020 7352 5646; chelseaphysicgarden.co.uk

1 Pelargonium ‘Ardens’
Pelargoniums thrive in glasshouses and there are many
species to try, not least P. sidoides, P. australe and
P. lanceolatum. Pelargonium ‘Ardens’, a perennial
hybrid of P. lobatum and P. fulgidum, bears carminecoloured flowers in spring and early summer held on
slender stems. Leaves are grey-green. Reaches 50cm.
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2 Zingiber officinale

3 Aeonium arborescens

Hailing from Southeast Asia, zingibers – ginger, turmeric and
galangal – do well under glass if grown in the right environment.
Ginger, Z. officinale, bears brilliant elongated green leaves on 30cm
long stalks. It offers eye-catching flowers and bracts, too. Propagate
from the edible rhizome and keep conditions warm and humid.

Aeonium arboreum ‘Zwartkop’ is a deservedly popular plant but
A. arborescens will provide a green fix in warmer, drier glasshouse
conditions that mimic its native Madeira and Canary Isles habitat.
Grow these succulents in gritty soil kept on the dry side, especially
in winter. Look out for low-growing A. tabuliforme, too.

4 Sedum morganianum

5 Brunfelsia americana

Grown in full sun, this popular sedum will withstand most
forms of neglect and therefore makes a good houseplant, too. Its
glaucous leaves are borne on trailing stems and it can spread up to
50cm. Grow it in light soil and reduce water in winter to mimic the
natural conditions of southern Mexico from whence it originates.

The white flowers of this desirable Caribbean evergreen turn the
colour of clotted cream as they age. Also known as lady of the
night, this handsome shrub is related to lilac-hued B. pauciflora,
yesterday-today-and-tomorrow, and both are intensely fragrant
– particularly in the evenings. Will reach 3m in height.
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6 Impatiens niamniamensis
Treat the parrot plant, which hails from tropical parts
of central Africa, as an outdoor annual or a shortlived perennial in the greenhouse. Spurred flowers of
green, canary-yellow and vermilion, hang below the
evergreen foliage. It will reach 1m in good conditions:
aim to replicate tropical forest conditions with partial
shade and well-drained soil.
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7 Stevia rebaudiana

8 Strelitzia reginae

Stevia extract is a popular calorie-free sweetener and if you break
off a leaf you’ll taste why. Dried and crushed, the leaves can be
turned into a useful syrup. Grow this culinary herb from Brazil in
summer shade but winter sun. Keep it damp in summer and dry
in winter. Remove flowers as they appear to keep the leaves sweet.

With its astonishing blooms of orange and blue, the bird of
paradise flower is unmistakable. Native to warmer parts of South
Africa, it was named for the wife of George III, Charlotte of
Mecklenburg-Strelitz. This clump-forming evergreen bears stiff,
thick, oblong leaves and grows to 1.5m.

9 Begonia luxurians

10 Salvia discolor

Visitors to Great Dixter might have spotted this striking, palmleaved begonia with its crown of creamy-white flowers on blush
stems. This tender native of Brazil grows best in high humidity,
filtered light and loam-based soil. For a touch of glamour, put it
out in the garden when frosts have passed. Grows to 2.5m.

Ethereal silver leaves contrast with near-black flowers on this rare
blackcurrant-scented sage, which is native to Peru. Also called
Andean silver-leaf sage, it is ideal for growing in containers. It’s
prone to leggy growth, so pinch out shoots to encourage bushiness.
It flowers from July to October in full sun and grows to 50cm.
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Heralding
Spring

Saturday 25th January –
Sunday 2nd February

Join us in the Garden for our celebration
of the first harbingers of spring
Open daily 11am – 4pm. Chelsea Physic Garden, 66 Royal Hospital Road, London SW3 4HS

Registered charity number 286513 Registered in England

chelseaphysicgarden.co.uk

A style guide to the

outside

Industr y exper t and founder of Out and Out Original, Daniel Fairburn,
brings you this season’s best deals on designer furniture.

Murcia - 5 Seater Lounge Set
This chic garden lounge set is made from high quality
artificial resin which makes it virtually maintenance
free. Comfortable and stylish made easy, the Murcia
includes a 3-seater sofa, 2 armchairs all with seat and back
cushions and a coffee table finished off with a clear
tempered glass top creating a functional centre piece,
perfect for drinks and snacks in the garden. Includes a
12 month warranty. Normally £699, this modern set is
now available at an incredible £499*. To receive your
£200 discount quote code EGJAN20 at checkout.
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Visit www.outandout.com or call 02037 728 752 for more
exciting deals and discounts.

SAVE
£200
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Marbella - 5-Seater Corner Lounge Set

Santorini - Lounge Set with Cushions
This sleek modular looking lounge is truly versatile and
can be arranged in several different ways. Consisting of
one left hand and one right hand sofa, two ottomans
and a compact coffee table, a simple re-arrangement of
the pieces enables you to turn it into 2 chaise longues,
2 day beds or keep all 4 pieces separate for a more
sociable outdoor lounge space. Also available in blue and
includes a 12 month warranty. Normally £699, it’s now
available at an amazing £499*. To receive your £200
discount quote code EGJAN20 at checkout.
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SAVE
£200

The ideal addition to your outdoor space, this stunning outdoor
lounge set offers comfort and style at an affordable price.
Normally £599, it’s now available for just £399* when you
quote discount code EGJAN20. Bang on trend in gorgeous
shades of grey, this set is designed with a contemporary feel.
It’s hardwearing, woven in strong polyrattan on a galvanised
steel frame. The comfy cushion covers can be removed and
hand washed with care. The sofa and armchair seats 5 easily,
and includes a tempered, glass-topped coffee table so you can
entertain outside with ease. Virtually maintenance-free it’s
the perfect choice at a fantastic price.

SAVE
£200

To receive your Early Bird Discount on any of these products quote discount code EGJAN20
at www.outandout.com or call 02037 728 752 before 26.02.2020.
*Excludes delivery

PLANT FOCUS

The large, bold flowers
of Iris unguicularis are
a cheering sight when
they appear from
February.

Early Risers
Val Bourne revels in the clear, bright colours of the early-flowering
miniature iris, an energising tonic for gardeners at this time of year
PHOTOGRAPHS CLIVE NICHOLS
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E

arly March is often dominated by the
yellow of daffodils, so miniature irises
provide a welcome colour contrast
with their upright stance, tufts of
green foliage and richly embroidered
flowers, mostly in purple, blue, violet and sapphire
hues. They’re miniature tapestries against the bare
earth, the jewels in the spring crown, and they reveal
their presence reassuringly early, with plump pointed
spears often piercing the ground by November,
before flowering in March.
These diminutive irises need careful placing so
that they’re in open light by mid-autumn. They also
need a warm and reasonably well-drained situation,
such as a south-facing border or the sunny side of a
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Above Iris histrioides is

reliably hardy – ‘Lady
Beatrix Stanley’, shown
here, is a brighter blue
form of this excellent
garden species.

wall, for many of these miniatures
hail from the bare mountain slopes
of Western Asia, usually at around
1,500m. They like to have cool
roots in warm weather, however,
so they fare well planted between
or behind summer-flowering
perennials like potentillas. Some
of these irises come back reliably
well, others less so, but you can
treat miniature irises as annuals,
for most are inexpensive and
versatile whether grown in a pot,
border, or raised bed. Plant them
deeply in the ground, to a depth
of 10cm, which helps the bulbs
return, and plant groups of five or
seven bulbs to encourage them to
form clumps. It’s also possible to
force potfuls by placing them in
frames or unheated greenhouses.
Line them along the shelves of
a plant theatre so you can best
appreciate their strong scent.
In the garden, the strongest
and most likely to return year on
year is Iris histrioides, a true-blue
miniature with larger standards
and falls. The original species was
collected in Northern Turkey in
1892 by Sir Michael Foster (18361907), although he thought it more
useful as a conservatory plant
and didn’t risk planting it in his
chalky, sloping Cambridge garden
where most of his other bulbs
and irises thrived. Often dubbed
‘the father of iris breeding’, Sir
Michael counted Charles Darwin
and Thomas Huxley among
his friends. His great, great
granddaughter, Lucy Skellorn,
now holds a Plant Heritage
collection of his irises near Stowmarket in Suffolk.
Iris histrioides is reliable and hardy, returning year
after year even in my cold Cotswold garden. ‘Angel’s
Tears’ is a selected form with voluptuous mid-blue
flowers, although it’s hard to find now. The more
readily available ‘Lady Beatrix Stanley’ has bluebirdblue flowers that are immensely striking, rather like
the lady herself. The ample falls, delicately veined
and spotted with white, have a mere smidgeon
of yellow that could pick up a nearby miniature
narcissus such as the rather ragged double ‘Rip Van
Winkle’. The foliage of ‘Lady Beatrix Stanley’ is
obligingly short at flowering time, but afterwards it
reaches a foot in height and stays in leaf until early
summer, replenishing the bulb for next year.

Above left A breeding

IMAGE GAP/VISIONS PREMIUM

breakthrough: yellow
‘Katharine’s Gold’.
Above right Iris ‘Fabiola’
with violet-blue petals,
veined on the outside.
Below right Iris reticulata
‘Sheila Ann Germaney’ is
distinctively blue-veined.
Below left The reddishpurple and yellow
flowers of Iris ‘J S Dijt’.
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Above left ‘Palm Springs’

forms substantial clumps
of indigo-blue flowers.
Above right Smoky
blue-grey and yellow Iris
‘Katharine Hodgkin’, an
excellent choice for pots.
Below right Plum-purple
‘George’ has an exquisite,
dark, velvety sheen.
Below left ‘Cantab’ was
named by E. A. Bowles.
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Lady Beatrix Stanley (1877-1944), who has a
wonderful double snowdrop named after her, used
to go plant hunting with fellow bulb enthusiast
Edward Augustus Bowles (1865-1954) throughout
the 1920s. Bowles referred to her as Aunt Bea and
it’s believed likely that this brighter blue form was
discovered and collected by her in the wild.
Delicate Iris reticulata has slender flowers in a
wider range of colours, from pale to deep-blue, violet
and reddish purple and there are usually buttercupyellow blotches. It was introduced into Britain in
1808 and is the most widely distributed species,
being found in mountain meadows and rocky
hillsides in Eastern Turkey, the Caucasus, Northern
Iraq and throughout Iran. However, in certain parts
of its range, I. reticulata overlaps with I. histrioides
and the wisteria-blue-and-violet-flowered I. var.
bakeriana, a Turkish species found in rocky places.
It means many of the forms collected in the wild are
likely bee-pollinated hybrids between two or even
three species, which gives them greater vigour.
Dutch bulb breeders have also created hybrids,
sometimes using I. kolpakowskiana, a notoriously
difficult species with violet-flowered and dark tips
on the falls. The primrose-yellow, moisture-loving
I. winogradowii, collected in 1914, was also added
to the gene pool, along with I. var. bakeriana.
I. danfordiae, a yellow Turkish species that was
collected by Mrs Danford in 1876 and is difficult to
grow because it habitually splits into tiny offsets,
is also in the mix. All of the resulting hybrids and
species with this very varied parentage are known
as reticulate irises, because the bulbs have a loose
covering that looks like netting.
Other enthusiasts have also hybridised their irises.
E. B. Anderson (1885-1971) produced a muted
grey-blue iris seedling in his Gloucestershire garden,
after crossing blue I. histrioides ‘Major’ with paleyellow I. danfordiae. Anderson’s cross produced
just two seeds, and only one of those survived to
produce blue-freckled, smoky-grey flowers. He
named it ‘Katharine Hodgkin’ in 1958, after fellow
bulb enthusiast Eliot Hodgkin’s wife. While it looks
stunning in a pot, its greyish flowers can get lost
against the soil in spring.
Others copied the same cross, resulting in two
more very similar irises. ‘Sheila Ann Germaney’
is a stronger blue and stands out better, while
‘Frank Elder’ is the palest of all. E. B. Anderson
also distributed the winter-flowering mid-blue Iris
unguicularis ‘Mary Barnard’, collected near Algiers
by Mary Barnard of Honiton, and the silver-grey
‘Walter Butt’ collected by a friend in Algiers.
‘Katharine Hodgkin’ was a breakthrough in terms
of breeding miniature irises, but it was sterile so
it couldn’t be used to make more stock. However,
its arrival inspired a Canadian hybridiser, Alan
McMurtrie, to examine the possibilities of using Iris

Above Containers show
these diminutive plants
off to their best, and stop
them getting lost against
dark soil. This iris is
deep-blue ‘Harmony’.

danfordiae to create new irises in a wider range of
colours. In 1985 Alan travelled to Turkey, where he
discovered a form of I. danfordiae that was diploid
(meaning its cells contain two complete sets of
chromosomes ) increasing the chances of successful
hybridisation and the production of viable seeds.
He was able to cross this with I. reticulata subsp.
sophenensis and then waited patiently for five years
until his first-generation seedlings flowered.
Some 30 years later, in February 2015, Alan
McMurtrie exhibited at a London RHS Show,
astonishing gardeners with the range of colours he’d
been able to produce. ‘Scent Sational’, ‘Eye Catcher’,
‘Spot On’, ‘Storm’ and ‘Mars Landing’ were all
raised by him and new colours included browns,
greens and oranges. ‘Katharine’s Gold’, a wonderful
Dutch-bred yellow iris, the result of a rare seedling
from the normally sterile ‘Katharine Hodgkin’, was
also exhibited at the same show. All are diminutive,
with small flowers, so are best in pots, and all have
become more available and more affordable, giving
grateful gardeners a plethora of options. ■
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LCB SCULPTURE

Exclusive metal sculpture by Louise Bradfield
Supporting Great British Gardens

Plant Supports (UK) Limited is a family-run business
with a passion for gardening and we are proud to say
we manufacture high quality products in Britain,
using British materials.
For details or to order visit

www.lcbsculpture.com
info@lcbsculpture.com 07881 103758

Stoneballs Company supply the ﬁnest quality,
solid sandstone balls to domestic and commercial projects
across the UK and throughout the world.
E: email@stoneballs.co.uk
W: www.stoneballs.co.uk
M: +44 (0) 7754 845398
T: +44 (0) 1636 626704
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www.plantsupports.co.uk
or call 01584 781578
Plant Supports (UK) Ltd. Skipperley, Rochford, Tenbury Wells, Worcs WR15 8SL

HELLEBORES

Rodney Davey’s marbled
hellebores are ideal
container plants. Shown
here is the pearlescent
‘Molly’s White’.

Marble Run
Jacky Hobbs delights in Rodney Davey’s hellebores, a unique
range with intricately mottled leaves and bright flowers
PHOTOGRAPHS CLIVE NICHOLS
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H

ellebores have long been
appreciated for the cheer and
sumptuous colour they bring to
the winter garden. Their brave
blooms may wilt in the severest of
frosts, but they pick themselves back up to stand,
heads nodding, through inclement weather. Over
the decades, dedicated breeders have seized upon
their good looks and developed a broad range of
hellebores in an ever-increasing range of desirable
colours, pattern and form.
One of those breeders, hellebore specialist Rodney
Davey, doggedly pursued an untrodden path. His
complex, multiple interspecies crosses resulted in a
break-through range of stunning hellebores unlike
any other. The Rodney Davey Marbled Group, a
collection of 12 unique cultivars, refers not as one
might imagine to the speckles and picotee patterns
found on many desirable blooms, but to the plants’
beautifully veined and marbled foliage, expertly
drawn from the gene pool of the parent plants.
Not only are these hellebores’ leaves uniquely
veined, the foliage is also evergreen, adding another
dimension to these decoratively enhanced plants.
Flushed and frequently blushed, the new season’s
foliage provides decoration before the extraordinary
flowers bloom. The leaves intensify in colour in
spring and summer, while their longevity makes
these hellebores an asset in winter pots and borders.
The flowers are brilliant, saturated, vivacious
blooms with intense jewel-like colours. Reds range
from garnet ‘Anna’s Red’ to ‘Reanna’s Ruby’.
Amethyst ‘Dana’s Dulcet’ is the darkest of the group;
‘Penny’s Pink’ a beautiful carmine; ‘Sally’s Shell’
and ‘Dorothy’s Dawn’ have graduated flowers. The
crisp, opal-white flowers of ‘Molly’s White’ and the
snow-white, claret-trimmed ‘Glenda’s Gloss’ offer
bright, illuminated blooms to the otherwise rich and
sumptuous collection.
All the flowers are bold, simple, large singles,
their rounded petals pinned at the centre with an
impressive boss of golden stamens. No nonsense,
no frills, no anemone centres, no doubles: they
have immediate impact. Rodney Davey’s hellebores
are not shy or downward-looking; their confident,
outward-facing blooms look you right in the eye as
they rise, strong and sturdy, above their glorious
foliage. These are vigorous plants with incredibly
long-lasting flowers that bud in December and carry
their decorative sepals right through to April. They
stand as well in the vase as they do in the garden.
It has taken years of dedication for these multifaceted hellebores to come to fruition. At his former
nursery in Devon, Rodney sowed thousands of
seeds, scrutinising each single hand-reared seedling
with his keen-eyed partner, Lynda Windsor, who
is renowned for her ability to quickly spot the ‘out
of the ordinary’. From every batch of seedlings,
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Above The attractive

veined leaves of
Helleborus ‘Dorothy’s
Dawn’, crown a
weathered stone urn.

countless numbers are rejected to leave just two
or three specimens with a glimmer of potential.
Unlocking the desirable characteristics of individual
species and combining them in one plant requires
vision, tenacity and persistence. Ultimately, Rodney’s
life’s work has brought just rewards, with the
successful creation of this revolutionary range.
Unlike his remarkable blooms, Rodney Davey
is not one for the limelight. He has always kept
a low profile and is now, at least commercially,
retired. However, not before bringing his blooms
successfully to market. In 2009 he invited John
Massey, fellow hellebore expert, breeder and
founder of Ashwood Nurseries, to take a look at his
new cultivars. “I could immediately see that Rodney
had made a real breakthrough,” John recalls. John
was given a precious clutch of the plants, which
he trialled in his own garden. “They were not
just showy, they performed brilliantly, despite the
really harsh winter of 2009-10 when they endured

Rodney Davey’s HELLEBORES
These exquisite hellebores flower from January to April in shades of white, pink, plum and red,
many delicately spotted or with a picotee edge, the blooms held above prettily marbled leaves

‘Penny’s Pink’

‘ Reanna’s Ruby’

‘Pippa’s Purple’

‘Anna’s Red’

‘Molly’s White’

‘Cheryl’s Shine’

‘Dorothy’s Dawn’

‘Glenda’s Gloss’

‘Charmer’
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colleague Kevin Belcher.
Left ‘Penny’s Pink’ in
a terracotta pot. A top
Hellebores in the
dressing of moss is a
Ashwood Evolution
lovely finishing touch,
Group have similarly
ensuring the flowers
outward-facing flowers,
are the stars.
but held over deciduous,
unmarbled foliage. They do, however, come in an
alluring range of yellow and apricot hues, which
John gave to Rodney, hoping he might be able to
introduce additional shades to the predominantly
red, purple and pink varieties in the Marbled Group.
With John’s help, Rodney’s plants have quickly
come on stream. Dutch micropropagation has fasttracked more traditional vegetative reproduction and
made thousands of replica plants available across
Europe and America. Now, British commercial
grower The Bransford Webbs Plant Company (not
open to the general public) supplies direct to garden
centres across the country making these remarkable
hellebores widely available. Rodney Davey’s plants
have undoubtedly raised the profile of hellebores in
the garden, in pots and as long-lasting cut flowers. ■
Ashwood Nurseries, Ashwood Lower Lane,
Kingswinford, West Midlands DY6 0AE.
Tel: 01384 401996; ashwoodnurseries.com

GROWING ADVICE

freezing temperatures between -10°C and -19°C for
a prolonged period of three weeks,” he says.
Enthusiastically, and with Rodney’s blessing,
John launched the Rodney Davey Marbled Group
hellebores at the Royal Horticultural Society’s
February Plant Fair in 2012. ‘Anna’s Red’, the first
in the series, named after gardening correspondent
Anna Pavord, was a great hit. “Its fresh, young
foliage emerges green, tinged pink at the midrib.
Because its flowers are outward facing, rich-red
and last for so long, it makes an excellent container
plant,” notes John. In addition, whereas most
coloured garden hybrids are no good as cut flowers,
other than floating in a bowl of water, ‘Anna’s Red’,
according to John, “will drink and stand upright as
a cut flower for at least a week to ten days.”
The second introduction was even more alluring:
‘Penny’s Pink’, named after Penelope Hobhouse,
“develops a gun-metal, pewtery sheen to its deep,
dusky pink petals as the flowers mature,” John says.
Intense-pink, speckle-faced ‘Charmer’ is another
gem, and together with ‘Molly’s White’, represents
the most popular of the series.
Ashwood Nurseries has its own auspicious
hellebore introductions of course, bred by John’s
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Maximising marbled
hellebores
John Massey’s tips for success with
the Rodney Davey Marbled Group and
other specimen hellebores
In the garden, harden off
new plants in pots for a week
before planting. Choose a front
of border site in full winter
sun with herbaceous summer
shade. Avoid planting in frozen
earth, and loosen the top soil
around the neck of plants.
Loosely mulch annually with
spent mushroom compost and
remove the evergreen foliage
only if it becomes tatty. New,
flushed foliage emerges in
March and April.
In containers, plant three to
four hellebores together in a
45-60cm diameter pot, using

general-purpose compost.
Apply a diluted liquid feed
such as an organic seaweedbased fertiliser from August
onwards to sustain vigour,
retain the marbled leaf quality
and promote multiple blooms.
After three years, plant your
hellebores out in the garden.
For vases, cut flowering stems
and condition them overnight
by first standing stems in 2cm
of boiling water, before topping
up with cold water. Arrange in
clean vessels with a sprinkle of
flower food or a dash of bleach
to help further prolong vase life.

The Wooden Garden Obelisk Company
Accoya Obelisks and Planters made to order
bespoke sizes and painted any colour

Spectacularly located in West Wales’
beautiful Tywi Valley

www.aberglasney.org

woodengardenobelisk.co.uk
Tel 01728 684433

MADE IN
BRITAIN

Britain’s Largest Garden Trailer Selection
Budget Grass Care Systems

Plastic Barrows

Rollers

Balance Carts

Trolleys

Garden Trailers & Grass Care
SCH manufacture a vast selection of robust trailers, carts and grass
care systems, all sized specifically for gardens & estates.

Contact us today for a FREE brochure
featuring over 200 British products, or visit our
website to find out more.

01473 328272 • sales@schsupplies.co.uk • www.schsupplies.co.uk

Named one of the top 10 formal gardens in
the UK by the RHS
Groups welcome by day and for exclusive
evening tours with the Head Gardener
Aberglasney Gardens, Llangathen, Carmarthenshire. SA32 8QH
01558 668998 info@aberglasney.org
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• Lightweight
• Waterproof
• Durable
• UK Sizes 3-14
• Price from £26.95
• Many more designs
available online

www.jsgardens.co.uk
01905 381679 / 07930 576881

Please visit our website for the full range
www.backdoorshoes.co.uk
01202 232357

LIFE SIZEANIMALSCULPTURE
Free UK delivery

PLANT SUPPORTS
www.andrewkaysculpture.co.uk
07740 306412
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& Garden Artefacts
Made in England

Beautiful designs for perennials, roses, shrubs & climbers
www.leanderplantsupports.co.uk
Tel. 01773 550495

GROW YOUR OWN

A Year at Babington
In the first of a new, nine-part series exploring the productive gardening year at
Somerset’s Babington House, head gardener Sophie Martin and her team
introduce the kitchen garden and explain how they prepare for the season ahead
WORDS VIVIENNE HAMBLY PHOTOGRAPHS EVA NEMETH

Planted-up vegetable
beds in the kitchen
gardens at Babington
House in Somerset.
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Babington House
This country house,
hotel and members’
club lies in the heart
of Somerset and is
open to members
all year round.
Babington House,
Somerset BA11 3RW.
Tel: 01373 812266;
babingtonhouse.co.uk

Top The greenhouse

is key to achieving an
early start on spring
and summer sowings.
Middle Frost-hardy
perpetual spinach is
a reliable vegetable
at this time of year.
Bottom Baby leeks
ready for picking.

In the Country
Part of the Soho House group, Babington House is
a fine Grade II* listed Georgian hotel nestled in the
limestone folds between Bath and Shepton Mallet,
Somerset. The property itself dates back to medieval
times but the footprint of the current manor house
dates from around 1705 when it was built for Henry
Mompesson. It was extended in the late 1700s by
Charles Knatchbull Babington, and remained in that
family until the early 1950s.
The restored kitchen garden at Babington House
originates from at least the 19th century and
is integral to a stay here, with its fresh produce
passing through the kitchens and onto the plates
of members and guests alike. Enclosed by walls,
some 3m high, the kitchen garden has its own
protected microclimate, and while there may not
be the melon houses and pinery-vinerys so beloved
by the Georgians and Victorians, head gardener
Sophie Martin and her team tend a cornucopia of
vegetables in immaculate beds across the year. Over
the following months, we’ll be following Sophie as
she nurtures the first hardy seedlings, trains climbing
beans, feeds ripening tomatoes and brings in the
autumn squashes, all with an eye on what you can
achieve in your own vegetable garden or allotment.
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Time to Sow

Above Head gardener

Sophie Martin plants
out beetroot seedlings
started under cover.
Top right Parsnip seed
must be fresh or it won’t
germinate. Sow directly,
then thin out.
Above right Shallots
ready to be planted
out in the ground.
Left Water seeds well
once sown and improve
soil with compost.

Planning begins early here and the sowing of hardier
vegetables gathers pace from February onwards.
With garlic already in the ground and beginning to
shoot, by March Sophie and her team are looking
ahead to what the kitchens might serve in summer.
Broad beans are among the first seeds to go in
and, being quick-growing, will offer some of the
first harvests. If you didn’t sow a hardy variety
like ‘Aquadulce Claudia’ last autumn, now is the
time to make successional sowings. Try ‘Bunyard’s
Exhibition’ and ‘Green Windsor’ for spring flowers
– and beans from May. Sow them in Rootrainers or
toilet-roll tubes for better root growth.
It may seem premature to think about root
vegetables and parsnips especially, but these plants
need time to develop. Sophie sows ‘Pearl’ with an eye
on an autumn harvest. Parsnips are prone to carrot
fly and will benefit from being covered by protective
Enviromesh. Started under cover, ‘Boltardy’ beetroot
is a reliable inclusion in the garden this month, too.
Use the leaves in salads, and harvest after about
three months. Given the affordability of supermarket
onions and shallots, it may seem nonsensical to grow
these at home, but this is a chance to try unusual
types such as ‘Red Baron’, ‘Zebrune’ and ‘Griselle’.
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Above Prepare beds now

for the seasons ahead:
it will stand you in good
stead when the rush of
spring truly begins.
Right Provide support to
broad beans before they
actully need it.
Left Force rhubarb for
tender pink stems.
Below left Seedlings can
dry out easily in spring.
Keep them well watered.

Good Suppliers
King’s Seeds
kingsseeds.com
Mr Fothergill’s
mr-fothergills.co.uk
Pennard Plants
pennardplants.com
Pomona Fruits
pomonafruits.co.uk
Real Seed Company
realseeds.co.uk
Rocket Gardens
rocketgardens.co.uk
Thompson & Morgan
thompson-morgan.com
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Preparation is Key
Use the last remaining quiet weeks to best
advantage. Every successful harvest begins with
good soil and if yours hasn’t been improved with
organic matter, mulch beds with about a 5cm layer
of compost, or well-rotted manure or horse litter. On
the last, take care to purchase from a reliable source
that is free from residual aminopyralid, a weedkiller
that will stunt growth on legumes (beans, peas) and
solanums (potatoes, tomatoes). Water the mulch
well, especially if you have just sown seeds and
planted seedlings. Over time, it will help keep weeds
down and retain water in the soil by preventing
evaporation and improving percolation.
Some seedlings, not least brassicas, might need
protection, from pigeons in particular. If this
presents rather too much of an eyesore for taste,
consider interplanting them with other, less tasty
leaves so there is less of a buffet on display.
Before blossom buds burst, remove any dead
or dying material from fruit trees and replace
beleaguered trees if necessary. Clear weeds from
the ground beneath the trees. Start preparing plant
supports for broad beans, tomatoes, peas and beans,
too. It is far easier to manage this when plants are
young than to try to support them retrospectively. ■

myWindowbox
...bringing the garden to your window

KIRKER HOLIDAYS
F O R D I S C E R N I N G T R AV E L L E R S
Kirker Holidays provide a range of carefully crafted escorted
holidays, with fascinating itineraries designed for those with
an interest in gardens, history, art, archaeology, architecture
and music. Groups typically consist of 12-22 like-minded
travellers, in the company of an expert Tour Lecturer.

VICTORIAN WINDOW BOXES

THE GARDENS OF BARBADOS
A SEVEN NIGHT HOLIDAY | 16 OCTOBER 2020

GEORGIAN WINDOW BOXES
CAST ALUMINIUM WINDOW BOXES • STEEL WINDOW BOXES
GALVANISED STEEL AND FIBREGLASS WINDOW BOXES

Tel: 07729 634239
sales@mywindowbox.com
www.mywindowbox.com

Special Spring Offer

Classic Rose Arch and Moon Gates

Arguably the most civilised of all the Caribbean islands, Barbados
is a wonderful cultural oasis in the heart of the warm Caribbean
Sea. Based at the 5* Deluxe Cobblers Cove we visit historical
highlights including Andromeda Botanical Gardens, Bridgetown
and the extraordinary St Nicholas Abbey and rum distillery.

THE GARDENS OF WICKLOW
A FOUR NIGHT HOLIDAY | 6 JULY 2020

The past three decades have seen bold and beautiful gardens
maturing within the romantic landscape of southeast Ireland
and this tour presents an exceptional opportunity to meet
the plantsmen and women at the heart of this horticultural
revolution. Highlights include Alfred Cochrane’s Corke Lodge
in Shankill, Powerscourt, Lamb Hill and Mount Usher.

Speak to an expert or
request a brochure:
Free Delivery - 6ft £1995 (inc Vat) • 4ft £1795 (inc Vat)

Includes - Arch, Four Posts, Trellis Panels within Arch, Moon Gates and gate furniture.
Installation price on request.

020 7593 2284
www.kirkerholidays.com

T: +44 (0) 1984 667458 E: sales@stuartgarden.com
W: www.stuartgarden.com
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ALITAGS

PLANT LABELS
www.alitags.com

www.giftsandgardens.com

Annual labelling is a thing of the past with
Alitags. Simply write on Alitag aluminium
labels with Alitag or HB pencil. The pencil
will react with our specially made
aluminium tags and become permanent.
Alitag labels can also be punched with
Alitag character punches & jig.
Copper, Teak, Bamboo and Oak labels
are also available.

Hanging Wooden Signs 70 texts

Wooden Keyrings 90 locations

32 Bourne Lane, Much Hadham, Hertfordshire SG10 6ER
United Kingdom. Tel 01279 842685
www.alitags.com

www.thebronzecollection.com

Small Snail 8 cms long

Owl on Stump 26 cms high

GARDEN FRIENDS. Made from aluminium that will not rust, and hand
painted on both sides with a very resilient finish. Suitable for outdoor.

Hare 50 cms high

Chinese Lantern 20 x 49 cms high

Griffin 72 cms long

Boulder Stone Pot, several sizes

Teak Baskets & Wire Hangers

Stone Labels

Lazy Frog 42 cms long

32 Bourne Lane, Much Hadham, Hertfordshire SG10 6ER, UK.
Tel 01279 842685
www.thebronzecollection.com

32 Bourne Lane, Much Hadham, Hertfordshire SG10 6ER, UK. Tel 01279 842685

NATIONAL TRUST

Preserving Tomorrow
In a top-secret location, Chris Trimmer and his team ensure the conservation of a wide
variety of plants for the National Trust’s gardens and landscapes
WORDS LOUISE CURLEY PHOTOGRAPHS MIMI CONNOLLY
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NATIONAL TRUST

I

n a secret location in the south west of
England, a cluster of buildings are home
to some of the country’s rarest and most
historically important plants. The National
Trust Plant Conservation Centre (PCC) – a
couple of polytunnels, a greenhouse and a building
known as the potting shed – might look like your
average nursery, but the four-strong team who work
here are responsible for conserving the rich diversity
of plants that can be found in the National Trust’s
gardens and parks.
The idea for a conservation centre came about
after the Great Storm of 1987 when hurricane-force
winds swept across southern Britain felling, it’s
estimated, 15 million trees, including important
historic specimens at Kew and Wakehurst Place.
There was a realisation that significant plants were
as important as a valuable piece of furniture or
a celebrated work of art, and with the increasing
impact of climate change, extreme weather, new
pests and diseases, and threats to plants in their
native habitats, the work of the PCC is proving to
be increasingly necessary.
Head of the PCC is Chris Trimmer who has
worked for the Trust for 27 years. “I’ve been
growing plants since I was 12; my mum was a very
keen gardener, so I got into it that way,” he explains.
Chris studied horticulture at college in Norfolk
while working at a nursery and then grew plants
for the scientists at the John Innes Plant Research
Centre, before moving to the National Trust’s
Knightshayes Court in Devon, where the PCC
was initially based.
“When I first started there I was
growing plants for the shop and for
the garden, and we were doing a
little bit of conservation work, maybe
100-200 plants a year. Then about
ten years ago I was lucky enough to
be able to concentrate full-time on
propagating plants for conservation,”
says Chris. Biosecurity is increasingly
important and it was impossible to
put the necessary controls in place
at a property open to the public, so
it was decided to move to a new site,
where Chris created a setup that
means the National Trust can now
grow around 12,000 plants at a time,
with the strictest of plant health
regimes in place.
“Most of it’s common sense really
– there’s only one entrance into the
nursery and you have to go through
boot scrubs to get rid of mud and
then disinfectant foot dips. There
are hand-washes and visitors need
to put on over-shoes. Those of us
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Below Chris Trimmer

is the head of the
National Trust’s Plant
Conservation Centre,
which he calls the “Area
51 of the plant world”.

who work here have a separate set of shoes on site
that stay on site,” explains Chris. “For six to eight
weeks live plants go into quarantine, while we test
them for phytophthora and monitor them for signs
of any other pests or diseases. After that they can
be moved elsewhere in the nursery. Seeds, cuttings
and grafting material goes into our clean room in
the potting shed. We’ll also test these. We’ve got a
machine called a Genie 3, which is a bit like the ones
at airports that test for drugs. It works on the DNA
of the plant material, so within half an hour we
can say if something is infected with Phytophthora
ramorum and P. kernovii, the two we’re worried
about at the moment. If they pass this we’ll put them
in a 20 per cent bleach solution for five minutes
before moving them into the propagation house.”
It’s also important that the plants don’t succumb
to pests and diseases while on site. “We do very
little spraying, using biological controls, such as
nematodes for vine weevils, where we can. We grow
tagetes in pots and put them at the entrances to
the tunnels and greenhouse and among the plants
to attract hoverflies. We also use pinguicula, a
carnivorous plant with slimy leaves that flies stick
to – it’s like the yellow sticky traps you’d hang in a
greenhouse but it looks nicer!”
In one section of the nursery are masses of leafy
stems of common lime (Tilia x europaea), stock
plants that are cut back every year to produce new
growth that is used to make new trees for lime
avenues at Trust properties. “If you bought in seedraised limes they’d be genetically different and you
need identical plants for an avenue,”
explains Chris.
There are pots of cardiocrinum
– the giant Himalayan lily – that
are being grown for several Trust
gardens, because it can take two
years for the seeds to germinate and
they don’t tend to grow from dried
bulbs; cuttings of rhododendrons
from Leith Hill, which were some
of the first to be brought to this
country from Asia, and pots of wild
asparagus. This coastal plant is
found in a handful of locations where
it has been under threat from coastal
erosion and grazing. “We’ve done
three introductions of it back into the
wild and we’ll keep a stock of plants
here indefinitely,” says Chris.
The success of the centre relies
on planning not just from Chris but
from the Trust’s gardeners. “We need
to be thinking 10-20 years ahead
and considering whether old plants
will need replacing. For instance,
there are plants I know I’ll need to be

Top row from left Plants

and cuttings grow on in
the greenhouse; cuttings
are potted into peat-free
sterile compost and
reusable AirPots.

Middle row from left

Compost and bark chips
are delivered by truck to
the tidy compost area;
binding a graft union
together; tagetes is used
as a natural pest control.
Bottom row from left

Biosecurity measures are
in force to prevent pests
and diseases making
their way in; the famous
Ankerwycke Yew at
Runnymede in Surrey is
being propagated here.
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propagating in 15 years’ time, so I’m now growing
on the rootstocks I’ll need for the grafting.”
Chris notices the impact of the changing climate.
“We used to be able to take grafts from December to
April, but we’re lucky if trees are dormant between
January and February now.” With such a short
window, Chris uses a technique known as hot pipe
grafting, which applies localised heat to the graft
union to speed up the process. “It can take six to
eight weeks for winter-grafted plants to join; using
this heat reduces that to ten days,” he notes.
Chris and his team also work with other
conservation organisations such as the Forestry
Commission, Kew and Westonbirt Arboretum.
One of their current projects is to propagate the
Patagonian cypress (Fitzroya cupressoides), a giant
conifer that is endangered due to deforestation in its
native Chile and Argentina, for the Royal Botanic
Garden Edinburgh, who run the International
Conifer Conservation Programme.
The PCC might not be open to the public, but the
work it does, such as propagating the 2,000-yearold Ankerwycke Yew at Runnymede in Surrey, the
‘Newton Wonder’ apple, said to have inspired Isaac
Newton’s theory of gravity, and the original Irish
yew at Florence Court in Northern Ireland, is crucial
to the future of plants not just in Britain but across
the globe. “Once you’ve lost these plants you’ve lost
their genetic material forever: it’s gone. Plants are
just as historically important as a Chippendale chair;
it’s about keeping these stories alive,” says Chris. ■
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Above Here, conifer

rootstocks are grown
on in the polytunnel.
Top right One stage
in the vital, high-tech
phytophthora testing.
Right Growing
on the Himalayan
lily, Cardiocrinum
giganteum.

Chris Trimmer’s ADVICE
Take successful cuttings of your treasured plants
with Chris’s plant propagation expertise
Always use young growth that
is free of pests and diseases and is
true to type.
I’ve always used hormone rooting
powder: just the basic stuff from
the garden centre will do.
Basal heat (21°C is the magic
temperature) is important and
speeds up the rooting process.
Keep an eye on cuttings every
day, and if any leaves start to look
sickly, pick them off.

The ideal spot for a propagation
area is a north-facing side of a
building. If your propagator is
in a greenhouse, make sure you
provide shade for the cuttings,
especially in spring and summer.
We use Jiffy 7 peat-free plugs
which are coir-based, for most
of our cuttings. They allow us to
treat each cutting as an individual,
rather than having several in the
same pot and some rooting more
quickly than others.

Hot food
& drinks

available all day
at the

Winter Garden
Events at Buckfast Abbey
•••

Free Entry &
Parking

Enjoy the Abbey’s beautiful architecture and gardens; explore four themed
gardens at your leisure or come to a garden event this winter/spring and
expand your skills and knowledge. Devon’s hidden jewel.
February

8th - Great Seed Giveaway
19th - Create Your Own
Pond

March

11th - Succulent Plants
19th - Behind the Scenes
tour

April

16th - Bulbs and Spring
Growth
23rd - Trees & Shrubs

For more details and to book go to
www.buckfast.org.uk/whats-on
Buckfast Abbey, Buckfastleigh, Devon
TQ11 0EE • Tel: 01364 645500

Buckfast Abbey is a registered Charity No. 232497

Grange Restaurant

We Make the Seats
You Make the Memories
See our full range at sittingspiritually.co.uk
or call us on 01297 443084
The only bespoke swing and bench maker licensed by the RHS
© The Royal Horticultural Society 2018. Endorsed by the Royal Horticultural Society Registered Charity No 222879/SC038262 rhs.org.uk

BUY NOW
PAY 2021

**

with a 25% deposit*
l

®

JANUARY
SALE UP TO
25% OFF

Wide range of bespoke designs, frame
colours & weatherproof finishes

l

10 year guarantee

l

Professionally installed by skilled craftsmen

l

Optional energy efficient heating & lighting

Enjoy your garden
all year round with
a Glass Veranda or
Glass Room from Eden

CALL FOR A FREE NO OBLIGATION
QUOTATION AND FREE BROCHURE

0800 107 2727

Quoting
EG010220

www.edenverandas.co.uk
Eden Verandas is a trading style of Eden Verandas Ltd. Our registered address is Unit 13 Armstrong Mall,
Southwood Business Park, Farnborough, GU14 0NR. Reg. No. 08259394. We are authorised and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority FRN 801638. We are a credit broker and not a lender and offer credit facilities from
a panel of lenders. *Representative example: Cash price £8000 deposit £2000, total amount of credit £6000.
Payment within 12 months 0% interest. If not settled in the deferred period, 59 monthly payments thereafter
of £158.77 and one payment of £158.10. Total amount payable £11525.53. APR 14.9%.**Terms & conditions apply.
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GREENHOUSES
WALL GARDENS
COLD FRAMES
ACCESSORIES

For more information contact your nearest retailer or visit vitavia.co.uk
@VitaviaLtd

01473 218100

info@vitavia.co.uk

ESSENTIAL TOOLS

In the
Green
A mini greenhouse or growhouse
will provide protective conditions for
your plants in the smallest spaces

W

WORDS VIVIENNE HAMBLY. ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS.

hen the urge to grub about
with seeds and potting soil
intensifies in early spring,
but the frosts and cold fronts
are still coming in thick and
fast, a protective glass structure can be a boon.
Hardened gardeners with plenty of space will
make a beeline for a heated greenhouse, sowing,
pricking out and dreaming of the seasons to come.
And it is true that full-size freestanding or lean-to
greenhouses are a gardener’s holy grail. But if space
and budget are limited, or, quite reasonably, you
wish for even more growing space, consider a mini
greenhouse or upright coldframe that could be a
half-way house between windowsill and garden.
For these, as with full-sized greenhouses, the rule
is to acquire as large a structure as possible because
these spaces are quickly and easily filled. Thereafter,
consider construction materials: low-maintenance
aluminium can look chic with a black powdercoating and is eminently suited to urban spaces.
Left plain, it carries a pleasing authenticity. Wooden
structures are often supplied unpainted leaving
colour choice or treatment up to you. Try Farrow
& Ball’s Sap Green, part of a collaboration with
the Natural History Museum, for a hue that is of the
moment, and use an exterior finish.
Next, decide on the glass it will be built with.
Traditional greenhouse glass is inexpensive and lets
in the maximum of light but it is also thin and easily

Juliana City greenhouse, £499. greenhouses.com

CLEAN AND FRESH
Give existing
growhouses a new
lease of life by
scrubbing them
thoroughly with hot
soapy water. Clean
the glass to let in more
light and take a stiff
brush to old pots to
remove spent soil and
any lingering diseases.

broken. Toughened glass is heavier and more costly
initially, but will not break into dangerous shards.
Polycarbonate is lightweight and inexpensive, but it
is also less durable than glass. At the cheapest end
of the market, structures will have a poly covering.
Ensure good ventilation to moderate temperature
and prevent disease. The more sophisticated smaller
models come with automated openings, while others
have a window to prop open.
Finally, think about shelving and where you will
stack up the pots you have so faithfully planted in
anticipation of the milder seasons to come. ■

Kit to try : protective spaces of all shapes and sizes

Victorian tall wall
greenhouse, £399.99.

forestgarden.co.uk

Upright cold frame,

£1,095.
gabrielash.com

Latchmere
raised cold frame, £140.

gardentrading.co.uk

Victorian walkaround
greenhouse, £529.99.

forestgarden.co.uk

Patio glasshouse,

£POA.
hartley-botanic.co.uk
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Celebrating 100 years

HARDWOOD SUMMERHOUSES
Create your perfect garden hideaway with a Scotts summerhouse.
To find out more details or to request a brochure, please email or call:
gazebos@scottsofthrapston.co.uk | 01832 732366 | scottsofthrapston.co.uk
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ENGRAINED
WITH PASSION

BUILDINGS & GREENHOUSES

The large, bold flowers
of Iris unguicularis are
a cheering sight when
they appear from
February.

Inside Out

IMAGE GAP/ROBERT MABIC.

Multi-functional garden buildings make excellent use of space and
enable you to make the most of your garden, whatever your interests
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BUILDINGS & GREENHOUSES

A

t the Chelsea Flower Show last
year, greenhouse supplier Alitex’s
exhibition of colourfully furnished
and styled greenhouses drew the
crowds and filled Instagram accounts
for days on end. The greenhouses on show may
have been the firm’s traditional models, but their
interiors were anything but. Neon lights spelt out
‘greenhouse goals’, sofas with bright, floral cushions
offered comfy seating, and pretty prints bedecked
the painted walls. This was the greenhouse as a
social space – still a place to show off plants, but also
a place to entertain and party.
Average garden size is getting smaller and space
inside the home may well be tight, so it makes sense
if you’re investing in a new garden building to choose
one that’s as flexible and multi-purpose as possible.
Suppliers are certainly answering the demand
for garden buildings that perform more than one
function. Gabriel Ash combine shed and greenhouse
in their Classic Grow and Store, made from western
red cedar, where light, bright greenhouse space is
backed by a generous, roofed shed for storage, so
owners get the best of both buildings for the same
footprint on the ground. Also in cedar, the Centaur
from Woodpecker Joinery offers greenhouse and
storage space, with the ability to tweak the design:
make it as wide or as deep as your space allows or
alter the greenhouse-to-shed ratio to best suit your
needs. Hartley Botanic introduced their multipurpose Hartley Grow & Store model last year:
smart greenhouse at one end, functional storage
space at the other, both made out of the firm’s builtto-last aluminium frame.
If it’s entertaining space you lack, consider an
orangery or conservatory that can be used as
somewhere to sit and eat as well as to grow plants.
Marston & Langinger build bespoke orangeries that
can incorporate more traditional greenhouse space
for cultivating plants and storage space as well as the
all-important decorative area, perfect for not-quitebut-nearly al fresco dining. Or furnish with classic
cane chairs and sofas for a second, almost-outdoor
sitting room. Train bougainvillea or plumbago to
cover walls and adorn shelves and tables with pots
of pelargoniums and succulents.
Summerhouses, sheds and other garden buildings
can be potting sheds, flower arranging studios, a
quiet retreat in which to write or craft, or simply
somewhere to sit when a break from gardening is
required. Larger garden buildings can become home
offices, provide guest accommodation, incorporate
a gym, yoga studio or endless swimming pool, or a
sound-proofed music room. Strengthen the link to
the garden with potted plants – oranges in Versailles
planters, orchids for a period feel or hanging baskets
of stag’s horn ferns – and botanical accessories, to
really bring the outside in.
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Hide & keep The modern, light-filled Accoya Plant House from Cultivar has a solid

timber base, neatly hiding under-bench storage, so as well as growing plants you
can use it to store tools tidily. Starting price £6,738 including delivery and VAT.

English elegance This spacious, bespoke, oak-framed and tiled garden room from

English Heritage Buildings is used by its owners as a music room, as well as a visual
anchor for the terraces and seating areas around it. Price on application.

Centrepiece Use a greenhouse as a beautiful focal point in its own right, like this

IMAGES JAYNE LLOYD. ALL PRICES CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS.

Thyme greenhouse from Griffin Glasshouses’ National Garden Scheme range,
which has become an integral part of the garden and its design. From £19,500.

Petite chic Use a painted summerhouse such as

this 1.8m six-sided model from Stan Fairbrother for
seating – or as a stylish potting shed. From £5,400.

Green dream A bespoke, lean-to greenhouse in Alitex’s

Sussex Emerald paint finish was a highlight of Chelsea
2019 with its vibrant interior. Price on application.

Grand designs The Grand Grow and Store from Gabriel Ash has a 1.8m x 3.6m

growing space under glass, ideal for propagation or tender crops, and a roomy 2.1m
x 3.6m storage area for garden furniture and mowers. Currently reduced to £6,700.
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Suppliers & Manufacturers of Luxury Ply-Lined Garden Sheds.
Finished in the colour of your choice...

Not Just Any Old Shed...
To find out more call 01623 861364 or visit www.thecosyshedco.co.uk

BUILDINGS & GREENHOUSES

Work & play This Kings Bromley greenhouse from

Woodpecker Joinery includes the firm’s home-office
extension. £24,995 including delivery and installation.

Let there be light One bold way to transform a greenhouse from mere growing
space is to light it by chandelier, as in this elegant Hartley Botanic Victorian
Lodge greenhouse with double doors in Washington, USA. Price on application.

Modern marvel With its clean lines, the Oasis greenhouse from Juliana lends

a stylish and contemporary touch, whether it’s used for growing plants or
as a cosy ‘outdoor’ dining room next to the house. Prices start from £5,499.

Set in stone This formal stone orangery from

Haddonstone could be used to house seating, to grow
tender plants, or for dining. Price on application.
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BUILDINGS & GREENHOUSES

Three in one A conservatory, greenhouse and, on the left, a potting shed, all on

the footprint of an original large greenhouse, makes the most of this renovation
project by Marston & Langinger. Price on application.

Alitex
Tel: 01730 826900;
alitex.co.uk

Hartley Botanic
Tel: 01457 819155;
hartley-botanic.co.uk

The Cosy Shed Company
Tel: 01623 861364;
thecosyshedco.co.uk

Juliana Glasshouses
Tel: 01242 676625;
julianagreenhouses.co.uk

Cultivar
Tel: 01978 810103;
cultivargreenhouses.co.uk

Keder Greenhouses
Tel: 01386 49094;
kedergreenhouse.co.uk

Dovetail Greenhouses
Tel: 0121 6731529;
dovetailgreenhouses.co.uk

Malvern Garden Buildings
Tel: 01932 783999; malvern
gardenbuildings.co.uk

English Heritage Buildings
Tel: 01424 315107;
ehbp.com

Marston & Langinger
Tel: 01243 214550;
marstonandlanginger.com

Gabriel Ash
Tel: 01829 271890;
gabrielash.com

Plankbridge Huts
Tel: 01300 348414;
plankbridge.com

Green Retreats
Tel: 01296 325777;
greenretreats.co.uk

Scotts of Thrapston
Tel: 01832 732366;
scottsofthrapston.co.uk

The Greenhouse People
Tel: 01782 385400;
greenhousepeople.co.uk

Stan Fairbrother
Tel: 01772 814274;
stanfairbrother.co.uk

Griffin Glasshouses
Tel: 01962 772512;
griffinglasshouses.com

White Cottage
Tel: 01270 753826;
whitecottage.co.uk

Haddonstone
Tel: 01604 770711;
haddonstone.com

Woodpecker Joinery
Tel: 01889 562610;
woodpecker-joinery.co.uk
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Arts & crafts The Katie Alice summerhouse from Scotts

of Thrapston has a large interior, ideal for writing, crafting
or floristry. £14,110 including delivery and assembly.

Flexible plans A bespoke, three-quarter span greenhouse from White Cottage

becomes a conservatory when it’s adjacent to the house. Similarly sized
Edwardian greenhouses from the firm start from around £18,000. ■

BY APPOINTMENT TO
HRH THE PRINCE OF WALES
TIMBER GREENHOUSE AND
COLDFRAME MANUFACTURERS
WOODPECKER JOINERY UK LTD
BRAMSHALL, STAFFORDSHIRE

WESTERN RED CEDAR GREENHOUSES,
COLDFRAMES AND GARDEN BUILDINGS

For more information Telephone: 01889 562 610
www.woodpeckerjoinery.co.uk

STAN FAIRBROTHER
GARDEN STRUCTURES

The only
shepherd’s
hut makers
endorsed by
the RHS

BEAUTIFULLY HAND CRAFTED BESPOKE DESIGNS

plankbridge.com
01300 348414

© The Royal Horticultural Society 2019. Endorsed by the Royal Horticultural Society.
Registered Charity No 222879/SC038262. rhs.org.uk

01772 814274
WWW.STANFAIRBROTHER.CO.UK
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For The
Serious
Gardener

British
manufactured

Proven to withstand wind speeds of 140mph

All year round growing

A range of
beautiful hand
crafted steel
plant supports
and obelisks
designed
to provide
architectural
structure within
the garden
whilst also
complimenting
and enhancing
the plants
features.

We are not a poly tunnel or glasshouse company, but designers and
manufactures of the proven, next generation growing environments.

10 Year Guarantee Against UV Degradation
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Safe superior growing environment, no shadows
Unique bubble cladding giving excellent heat retention
Ventilation systems perfect for healthy plant growth
Resistant against extreme weather conditions
The strongest and warmest greenhouses for the serious gardener
Excellent light transmission
Low Maintenance
Can be extended
Available in a wide range of sizes

Keder Greenhouses Limited
Newtown, Offenham, Evesham, Worcestershire WR11 8RZ
t: +44 (0) 1386 49094
sales@kedergreenhouse.co.uk
www.kedergreenhouse.co.uk
@KederGreenhouse

Dingle Nurseries

& G a r de n

T: 01938 555145
info@dinglenurseryandgarden.co.uk

Gardening
clothes for
serious
growers
Technical outdoor
clothing packed
with special
gardening features

© The Royal Horticultural Society 2019
Endorsed by the Royal Horticultural Society
Registered Charity No 222879/SC038262
rhs.org.uk

• Waterproof kneepads
• Stab-proof pockets
• Showerproof fabric
and lots more
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• Extensive range of
forestry and specimen
trees, shrubs and
perennials.
• Bare root and rootball
stock available
Nov – March.
• Advice from our
knowledgeable staff.
• Competitive prices –
discount for quantity.
• Delivery nationwide.
• Call today for quote.
Dingle Nurseries, Frochas, Welshpool, Powys SY21 9JD

Visit us at: www.genus.gs
or call: 0203 617 1166

Open 7 days a week 9-5

www.dinglenurseryandgarden.co.uk

BOOKS

The Reviewer

A selection of the best writing on the shelves this month

Modern Plant Hunters
by Dr Sandy Primrose
Pimpernel, £30

Remote, little-known territories have captured the imaginations of explorers
for centuries, and plant hunters earned their position at the front of the
travelling party a long time ago.
We would be mistaken, however, to presume that plant-hunting ended
with the so-called ‘golden age’ that included figures such as Ernest Wilson,
E.A. Bowles and Frank Kingdon-Ward, who died in 1958. In Modern Day
Plant Hunters, Dr Sandy Primrose points out that these maverick souls
remain as active and important as ever, as our quest for new species for
environmental and economic reasons continues at pace. Contemporary stars
include Roy Lancaster and Mikinori Ogisu, who have worked together in
China; Michael Wickenden, who died in Myanmar in 2016; Sue and Bleddyn
Wynn-Jones of Crûg Farm Plants who have been on over 50 collecting trips
and work in accordance with the Convention on Biological Diversity; and
Mary Richards, a prodigious collector for Kew who worked from Tanzania
until she was aged almost 90. Tom Hart Dyke and Paul Winder’s capture in
Columbia by FARC guerillas in 2000 might be remembered, too.
The images used in this publication vary in quality but what they lack
in pixels they make up for in authenticity: many of them come from private
collections. For the rest, this is a fine collection of tales of adventure
underpinned with a conservation ethic – one for plucky travellers (armchair
or otherwise) and botanists alike.

The Story of Trees

WORDS VIVIENNE HAMBLY

by Kevin Hobbs
Laurence King, £25

It is something to stand before
an ancient tree knowing that
it predates you and, with some
luck, will outlive you. The
yew, for instance, in the church
of St Cynog, in Defynonog,
Wales, has been dated at 5,063
years old – it was a sapling
when the pyramids were
built. This and many others besides are the subject of The
Story of Trees, a look at 100 species and how they influenced
human life. Neanderthals made tools from box wood; the
rubber tree brought us car tyres thanks to Charles Goodyear;
most extraordinary of all must be the coconut palm (Cocos
arecacae) of which every part is used by humans. Entries are
arranged chronologically from the time archaeological findings
suggest they were first used by humans. Clean page design is a
pleasing complement to illustrations in pen-and-ink style.

The New Gardener’s
Handbook
by Daryl Beyers
Timber Press, £18.99

If you or someone you
know has vowed to develop
their green fingers this
year, a handy how-to could
be just what is required.
Neatly illustrated and laid
out, Daryl Beyers’ garden
primer has the simplest of beginnings – how to read a plant
label – and over the course of the book extends to more
advanced practices such as vegetative propagation and
pruning techniques. In between are thoughts on bed design
and construction, soil improvement and plant selection. This
is an American publication, so some plant names and phrases
might be unfamiliar, but concepts such as “right plant, right
place” are universal and more general ideas easily make
the leap across the proverbial pond. Clear illustrations and
photographs add to the appeal.
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Dark nights?
No problem.
For reading, this light is
“better
than daylight.
”
Mrs Watkins London

like having
“aIt’sbrand
new
pair of eyes!
”
Ms Sherliker Surrey

Choose
from Floor
or Table models

Serious Readers is a British compan
totally dedicated to the purity of light
Whilst other lights rely on looks for th
appeal rather than light output, our prim
focus is on performance. A Serious Light
incredible clarity and brightness, in fact
lights are used by surgeons, forensic sci
and fine art restorers – basically anyo
needs to see clearly and accurately.

The smaller the text
the greater the clarity
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† While stocks last.

seriousreaders.com/5989
N

hannahpescharsculpture@gmail.com
T: 01306 627269 | Ockley | Surrey

Please see website for opening times

0800 085 1088
G

www.hannahpescharsculpture.com

Purchase a Serious Light
by 26.02.2020 & get a
FREE Serious
Compact Light
worth £150.†
TE PROMOTION
DE 5989. WHEN
ERING ONLINE
ER 5989 AT THE
CHECKOUT.

Broadleaved plants and mature trees support, frame and enhance
an ever-changing collection of contemporary sculpture in this
stunning garden.
Heralded as one of the first of its kind in the UK,
The Hannah Peschar Sculpture Garden has been proudly
exhibiting and selling contemporary sculpture in a truly unique
and magical environment for 35 years.

For Advice. For a Brochure. To Order:

N

WORTH £150

H

THE HANNAH PESCHAR
SCULPTURE GARDEN

Small text is a test for both
and eye and with a Serio
Light this is where you
really notice the diff
See the
Everything looks s
difference
for yourself
clearer and easier
RISK FREE
read. Fine detail i
for 30 days
more defined an
colour has a new
vibrancy and
Special Offer
richness.

Q&A

BOOKS

Landscape gardener and journalist Matt Jackson reaps the rewards of gardening by
the cycles of the moon. Here he explains the theory and how to put it into practice
benefits of going about lunar and biodynamic
gardening is that you start looking out for and being
aware of the cycles around you. I realised how much
I’d lost connection with natural cycles because of
technology and externally imposed time frames.
Your book also covers biodynamic gardening.
What are the general principles of this?

Biodynamic gardening is all about having really
healthy soil. Everything starts with the soil in which
you want to grow things. Do everything you can to
treat it well and keep it in optimum condition. Feed
it with natural composts and fertilisers that build
up good microbiology. Try nettle or comfrey teas.
Make your own compost heap. I make myself aware
of what the moon is doing and sow seed on a waxing
moon in the second quarter, which allows the
maximum uptake of water for germination.
Finally, keep it simple – this is really important.
When you’re starting out, think about three things
you love to eat and grow those – salads are a classic
choice. Do one thing well and you’ll be so pleased.

INTERVIEW VIVIENNE HAMBLY IMAGE LEEDS CASTLE

How is the moon presumed to influence plant
life and gardening practice in particular?

Think of all the water being drawn towards the
moon on a high spring tide: if the moon has such
an effect on the oceans, then it stands to reason
that moisture is being drawn up in plants when the
moon is newest. Certain gardeners have sown the
same seeds every day for a period of three months to
monitor the uptake of seed, its growth and harvest.
They’ve found that seeds sown on the days that are
better for sowing, have better germination, plant
growth and fruit. For 20 years I paid no attention
to this, but I found that some things took better
than others and I couldn’t put my finger on why.
After following the cycles of the moon, I noticed the
vibrancy of my garden and how much better things
responded to my input. That’s my observation: when
I take it up, my garden seems better.

How did you come to gardening by the moon
and, more broadly, biodynamic gardening?

I trained in traditional horticulture and as a young
person I was impressed by efficient processes and
machinery. But there was a point while I was at
the Oxford Botanic Garden when I was asked to
double-dig a long border – I felt this was a huge
waste of effort. That was when I began to question
conventional garden practice. The big realisation
came from two places. The first was a visit to
Tablehurst Biodynamic Farm – a co-operative in
East Sussex linked with a Steiner community. The
second was asking Charles Dowding for advice on
regenerating the vegetable beds at Sissinghurst where
I was gardens and estate manager. Charles was doing
exactly what I had suspected always could be done.
Why should we bother?

Apart from better observed growth, what
else do you find satisfying about this?

I feel we’ve switched off our awareness of the world
around us. We’re not looking up at the sky to see
what the weather is doing. One of the greatest

I think it’s really important for us as gardeners to
reduce our impact on the planet. The best way we
can do that is to use the natural world to its strongest
advantage. It’s a good way to have a small impact on
the world around us. ■

Moon Gardening
by Matt Jackson,
Cico Books, £12.99
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GARDENS & NURSERIES FOR SPRING INSPIRATION
ASHWOOD NURSERIES

SPRING REACH NURSERY
Spring Reach Nursery
grows a fantastic range
of clematis, trees,
hedging, ferns, shrubs,
fruit, perennials, roses,
climbers and grasses.

A traditional working
nursery situated in the West
Midlands. We specialise in
Hellebores, Hardy Cyclamen,
Salvias, Hepaticas,
Hydrangeas, Lewisias, Dwarf
Conifers, Snowdrops, Primula
auriculas and offer many
more choice plants.

Wonders of the winter
garden include Daphne
‘Perfume Princess’,
Daphne ‘Jacqueline
Postill’, Libertia ‘Taupo
Blaze’, Leucothoe
‘Scarletta’, Phormium
‘Firebird’ and Osmanthus
delavayi.

We feel Ashwood Nurseries
is a plantsman’s paradise.
Our mail order service sends
plants, garden essentials and
gifts to mainland UK. Special
events throughout the year,
please visit our website for
details. Open daily. Free
colour brochure quote
ENGGAR20

Tel: 01384 401996
mailorder@ashwoodnurseries.com | www.ashwoodnurseries.com
Ashwood Lower Lane, Kingswinford, West Midlands DY6 0AE

Tel: 01483 284769
info@springreachnursery.co.uk | www.springreachnursery.co.uk
Spring Reach Nursery, Long Reach, Ockham, Surrey GU23 6PG

DAISY CLOUGH NURSERIES LTD

WEASDALE NURSERIES

A busy nursery in rural
Lancashire, Daisy Clough
specialises in a carefully
selected range of over 700
perennials and grasses.
Open seven days a week,
the nursery also offers a
good selection of shrubs,
trees, container plants and
fruit. Plenty of homegrown
vegetable plants are available
through spring and summer.
A full plant list is available
to view on the website. The
beautiful shop sells garden
sundries and homewares
and there’s a fabulous new
tearoom to round off your
visit.

Weasdale Nurseries have
been growing hardy trees
and shrubs on their site at
850ft elevation in the Howgill
Fells, at the heart of beautiful
Cumbria, since 1950.
Specialising in mail-order
from the outset, our careful
packaging system has
become legendary and
guarantees safe arrival of the
delicate contents anywhere
in the UK.
Contact us for your free
copy of our highly readable,
illustrated catalogue, listing
over 900 different plants
available from November
to April.

Tel: 01524 793104
info@daisyclough.com | www.daisyclough.com
Daisy Clough Nurseries Ltd, Station Lane, Scorton, Preston, Lancs PR3 1AN

Tel: 015396 23246
sales@weasdale.com | www.weasdale.com
Newbiggin on Lune, Kirkby Stephen, Cumbria CA17 4LX

TENDERCARE NURSERIES

BLUEBELL ARBORETUM & NURSERY
Book a visit to our
award-winning Nursery
where our experienced
horticulturists will help
you pick the best
choices for your budget
and garden conditions.
We deliver and plant
with an Establishment
Warranty. See our
website for our Plant
Advice Services.

Tel: 01895 837120
sales@tendercare.co.uk | www.tendercare.co.uk.
Southlands Road, Denham UB9 4HD. Next to Junction 2 on the M40.

Specialists in hardy trees,
shrubs and climbers
including a huge selection
of unusual and rare species
and varieties.
Expert advice is available
from our helpful staff. The
nursery is surrounded by a
nine-acre woodland garden
(RHS Partner Garden), and
visitors are welcome all year
round.
Informative website and
reliable mail order service
if you would like plants
delivered.

Tel: 01530 413700
sales@bluebellnursery.com | www.bluebellnursery.com
Annwell Lane, Smisby, Ashby de la Zouch, Leicestershire LE65 2TA

OLD COURT NURSERIES & THE PICTON GARDEN

HEDGING UK
Hedging UK are specialist
growers of quality
hedging plants.
Plants are available to
purchase at wholesale
prices across the UK
through our mail order
service.
Buy direct from the
grower, delivered direct
to your door.
Readers of The English
Garden get a 5% discount
(quote TEG2020).

Holders of the Plant
Heritage National
Collection of Michaelmas
daisies. Family run
specialist nursery and 1.5
acre plantsman’s garden
at the foot of the Malvern
Hills. Also open selected
dates in February and
March for the NGS.
OPEN: April to 31 July,
Wed-Sat, 2pm to 5pm;
August, Wed-Sun,
11am to 5pm;
September to 20 October,
daily, 11am to 5pm.
Tel: 01684 540416
autumnasters.co.uk
Walwyn Road, Colwall, Herefordshire WR13 6QE

Tel: 01704 827224 or 07789 922457
sales@hedginguk.com | www.hedginguk.com
Boundary House Farm, Holmeswood Road, Holmeswood,
Lancashire L40 1UA

CHIPPENHAM PARK

QUARRY BANK

The 40-acre formal and
woodland gardens set
around a large lake and
ancient canals, boast
spectacular displays of
snowdrops and aconites
in February followed by a
succession of hellebores,
scillas, cyclamen, iris,
deliciously scented
daphnes and viburnums
and a crescendo of
daffodils. New RHS
Partner Garden for 2020.
OPEN: Tearooms
and Gardens open
8 February to 22 March
10am to 4pm.

Standing in the gardens
you can almost feel the
tranquillity of the river
valley giving way to the
clatter and bustle of this
giant cotton mill as it led
the way into the Industrial
Revolution. Paths climb up
from the valley bottom
passing caves, cliffs, and a
variety of seasonal
blooms including twelve
species of daffodils. Later
a flurry of bluebells will
appear, followed by a
magnificent display of
heritage rhododendrons.
OPEN: Please visit our
website.

Tel: 01638 721416
info@chippenhamparkevents.co.uk
www.chippenhamparkgardens.co.uk
Chippenham, Ely, Cambs, CB7 5PT

Tel: 01625 527468
www.nationaltrust.org.uk/quarry-bank
Quarry Bank, Styal Road, Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9 4LA

FORDE ABBEY HOUSE AND GARDENS

ROUSHAM HOUSE & GARDEN

Visit one of the oldest gardens in
the country and discover why it
was shortlisted for Garden of the
Year 2019. Shaped by successive
generations of owners, the garden
continues to evolve with an
inspired palette of Spring bulbs
and a tapestry of colour. Home to
a 160-foot fountain, and swathes
of tulips in April and May, with a
popular plant nursery and a menu
of homemade cake and light bites
in the Abbey tearooms.
OPEN: Gardens open from
1 February to 30 November. House
open from 31 March to 31 October
Tuesday to Friday, Sundays & Bank
Holidays. Party bookings welcome
by arrangement.
Tel: 01460 221290
info@fordeabbey.co.uk | www.fordeabbey.co.uk
Chard, Somerset TA20 4LU

Rousham represents the first
phase of English landscape
design, and remains almost as
William Kent left it, one of the
few gardens of this date to have
escaped alteration. Many
features which delighted 18th
century visitors to Rousham are
still in situ, such as the ponds
and cascades in Venus’s Vale,
the Cold Bath and seven-arched
Praeneste, Townsend’s Building,
the Temple of the Mill, and, on
the skyline, a sham ruin known
as the ‘Eyecatcher’.
OPEN: Daily from 10am, last
admission 4.30pm. No children
under 15 and no dogs. Entry fee
£8 per person.
Tel: 01869 347110
www.rousham.org
Rousham, Bicester, Oxfordshire OX25 4QU

Shop with us

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT US AT

CLOTHING

WWW.THEENGLISHGARDEN.CO.UK

LEADWORK

BULBECK FOUNDRY
ENGLISH LEADWORK

CLOTHING

Cornishwear
Cornish smocks perfect for gardening
Made in Cornwall
www.cornishwear.com
hello@cornishwear.com
01736 732236

TO ADVERTISE • TEL: 020 7349 3700 • EMAIL: info@chelseamagazines.com

GARDEN EQUIPMENT

Two Wests & Elliott
Quality Equipment for Garden
and Greenhouse
We stock a massive range products
including: Greenhouses • Polytunnels
Plant Benching • Wall Mounted Shelves
Folding Staging • Potting Benches
Seed Tray Racks • Lighting • Propagators
Raised Beds • Cold Frames • Cloches etc.

call 01246 451077 for a free catalogue
shop online www.twowests.co.uk
Two Wests & Elliott (TEG) Unit 4 Carrwood Road,
Sheepbridge Industrial Estate, Chesterfield S41 9RH

To advertise in the
English Garden magazine
please call
020 7349 3700

www.bulbeckfoundry.co.uk 01638 743153

GREENHOUSES

ACCESSORIES

Chairworks Ltd
www.chairworks.info | 0208 247 3700 | info@chairworks.info

COURSES

Gardening Courses
The Horticultural
Correspondence
College

Home-study

• For leisure or for a career
• Over 30 courses in Gardening, Garden Design,
Arboriculture, Forestry, Floristry and more
• Many courses prepare you for RHS or RFS/ABC quals.
Free info FREEPHONE 0800 083 9191 or 01409 220 777
Or email: info@hccollege.co.uk www.hccollege.co.uk

To advertise in the English Garden magazine
please call 020 7349 3700
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HEDGING

GLEBE FARM HEDGING
Over 100 varieties of field and pot
grown hedge plants and young
trees. Nationwide delivery.
for advice or a catalogue contact us on

t: 01206 323200
www.glebefarmhedging.co.uk
Glebe Farm, Langham, Colchester, Essex CO4 5PP
e: hedge-plants@btconnect.com

THE HEDGING SPECIALISTS

LAST WORD

The Bigger Picture
The views between garden and house are of the greatest importance says
Katherine Swift, and careful composition creates views to be relished for life
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See the
lighted
windows,
the frost on
the roof, the
framing
landscape

box against the slim wands of phillyrea, the crispness
of holly against the softness of rose leaves. And the
contrasts in colour: the greeny-gold of the mistletoe,
the dark olive-green of the yew, the mid-green of
the phillyrea, the pale green of the moschata. The
alignment is staggered from front to back, each
successive shrub stepped out a little from the one
before, the whole ensemble wrapping itself around
one end of a little lawn in front of the house.
There’s an old saying that spring has come when
you can put your foot on seven daisies at once.
The name ‘daisy’ is a contraction of ‘day’s eye’, from
the Old English dæges ēage, so called because the
flower opens in the morning and closes at night.
I can see myself opening the curtains one morning
soon, and seeing daisies out on the lawn for the first
time. I’ll open the bedroom window and lean out,
sniffing the air. Truffling for the scent of spring.
Not quite yet. But soon. ■
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stablishing the views from house to
garden and from garden to house are
among the most important decisions
you will ever make about your garden.
You will be living with them every day,
perhaps for the rest of your life: looking out from
the house to the garden in moonlight or fog; walking
back from the garden to the house as the sun goes
down, or from the house to the garden as the sun
rises; seeing the lighted windows, the frost on the
roof, the framing landscape.
At the moment, confined to bed with flu, I’m
utterly entranced by the morning view of the garden
from my bedroom window. The garden slopes down
towards the house, with the knot garden at the
bottom; so, when I draw the curtains, I get a glimpse
of the knot garden first – a sliver of clipped grey
lavender hedge making a long low rectangle – then
a strip of pale gravel, and then a series of evergreen
shrubs, leading up to the main part of the garden.
First, a big loaf-shape of clipped box (Buxus
sempervirens, the tall native form of common box),
with straight sides and bevelled top – about 2m high
by 2.5m long – then, beside it, a vast, shaggy Rosa
moschata, measuring about 4m by 4m. Behind
those, a tall holly tree clipped into a narrow dome,
perhaps 5m high, with a broad low hemisphere
of Phillyrea angustifolia beside it, measuring about
2m high by 3m broad. Behind these is a slightly
bigger mound of silver variegated holly, and an
old Bramley apple tree completely engulfed by
mistletoe. Behind them, a rectangular block of
clipped hedge, neck high – mainly yew, but enlivened
with holly, honeysuckle and dog rose. Then
more moschata roses, scrambling up or hanging
down from the lower branches of an assortment of
small trees; and finally a tall dark slab of yew hedge,
2.5m tall, pierced by the entrance to the upper
garden, which stretches away into the mist. The
roses are all white: ‘Princesse de Nassau’ (a semidouble descendent of R. moschata); and ‘Aimée
Vibert’ (a cross with R. sempervirens), which keeps
its long glossy leaves well into winter.
It is the contrast of form and texture that makes
all this so pleasing – the shapes variously smoothsided or shaggy, high or low, rounded or angular; the
variation in leaf form – the leathery little leaves of
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